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THE

Drive Long

National Educator

Wholesome Fruit

Farmers and ranchers within a
radius of over 50 miles are pouring
into Cimarron to stock up on their
winter's supply of apples at the
Chase at.d Springer ranches. A
lew days ago several farmers who
live near Roy, drove overland to
these ranches and loaded their wagons with this wholesome fruit for
domestic purposes.
A number of parties who have
purchased their winter's supply ot
apples here, remarked that tin v
do so at a great saving when it is
considered what they are asked to
pay at their trading points. Another important feature is that at
this time of the year, farmers 'have
ample time to drive long distances
tor their supplies and particularly
so when a great pecuniary saving
is effected thereby, and also when
Harrv Hoskins, a salesman who grain and farm produce is exchangmakes regular visits to Cimarron ed at market value.
and who is highly respected with
the local merchants was injured in
an automobile accident near Roy
Joe Lapp, the prosperous farmer
recently. The Roy Spanish-Ame- r
ol Miami, attended to business in
ican has the following to say apro-pu- s Cimarron the first of the week.
the accident:
An putomobile accident on the
road near Dick Pendleton's place
north of town Wednesday afternoon resulted in serious injury to
the driver, Harry Hoskins, the
well known traveling salesman
from Trinidad, and minor injuries
to his passenger, Ben Frier, another salesman who makes this town
regularly. They were driving Mr.
Hopkins' Ford car and the stearing
Thp car turned
gear went wrong.
turtle and caught both m n under
it. Mr. Hoskins suffered a frac
tured shouMer and other serious
Mr.
injuries.
Price was only
slightlv injured
A messenger war
ent to town
after help and the Davenport ga
rage sent out alter them. The in
jured man wis brought into town
by a passiug team and a car sent
out Irom the garage after the fiie d
who staved with the wrecked car
Mr Hoskins was taken to the
office ol Dr Gil ibs, who on discov
ering the extent ol his injuries call
ed Dr S If to assist in reducing
the fracture and dressing his other
wound a after which he was taken
lie was
to the Commercial hotl.
able to go home on the train Thurs-iy. The car was righted ai d
driven in under its own power but
it is in the auto hospital tor repairs and is badly battered.
-

'

H. W. Foght, An Authority On
Rural Schools Inspects Cimarron
Schools; Publish Bulletins.
Of no little importance was tbe
visit to this citv on Monday, ol H.
W. Voght. an authority on rural
schools and their lurtherance, connected with the National Department ol Education at Washington,

Well Known

Salesman

D. C.
Mr. Foght was accompanied by

County Superintendent Lockard,
Pint. Conway and Miss Hall, on
his tour ol insoection to this city.
The lormer accompanied Mr Foght
from Raton while tbe latter joined
the party at Dawson when the
school was inspected at that place
The party went to Springer, Tuesday morning for a brief visit, returning to the county seat in the
afternoon, from where he left lor
Santa Fe and Albuquerque.
It is indeed lortunate lor Cimarron that Mr. Foght included this
city on his itinerary in Colfax county, bringing to the public as it does
the importance with which the local school is attached to the nationWhen it
al bureau ol education.
is taken into consideration that Mr
Foght's time is verv limited and
and that 'but lew counties in each
state are only visited, Colfax coun
ty is particularly fortunate In hivol this di
in the per;-oing a
authority
and
tinguished educator
schools.
on rural
Much credit is due both County
Superintendent Lockard and Mvan
N. White, State Superintendent ol
Public Instruction, lor Mr. Foght's
visit to this county. Both are in
cessant workers to achit ve the
greatest advancement in countv
and state in an educational pom
of view and stride, realizing lb tl
the patrons of the schools will lul- lvj annreciate
the statistics when
r,
--

vii-i- t

compiled in book tnrm and on fib
hese
in the national library
compilations will also be distribut
ed throughout the country lor the
benefit ol those who deMie to in
form themselves of the rural school
conditions in certain stat' s con
template as future homes
1

White Asked
To Celebrate

THE

Bank Notes Are

New crisp Federal Reserve Bank
notes issued Irom the reserve bank
at Kansas City, have been sent to
the First National Bank ot Cimarron where they can be seen by tbe
public. Whjle reserve bank notes
are issued in the same denominations as other certificates, those received at the local bank are in denominations ol five dollars each.
The reserve notes are engraved
Irom new plates and the designs
differ (rum the currency used hereA
comparatively small
tofore.
number ol these notes was sent to
the local bank and chiefly as an introduction to the new currency syt-te-

Lost In Mountains
Fears Are Entertained That Captain
Cooney of School of Mines Has

Perished In Mogollons.
Capt.

Officials Think

Arizona Law
Not Valid

Dr. Streicber of Raton spent
Sunday on his ranch south of Cimarron where he is entering into the
hog business on an extensive scale.
Hog raising is a profitable industry
regardless of where it is carried on
and in the mid west states in was
the means of increasing the value
of land Irom $50 to $200 an acre.

'V'OU can't

keep a good man
down. He had no idea
he'd be kidnapped by a general,
a Wall street raider and the loveliest girl in the world they got
him for a week in a motor, the
wildest, merriest ride but i n every
emergency he came up smiling.
"

In Missouri
William Davis, aged

84

years,

A Comedy Novel

his borne in Excelsior
Springs, Mo., Monday, November

died

at

Delicately Romantic

after an illness ol several
months attributed to old age.
Deceased is survived by an aged
wife and six children, among whom
Mrs. Henry Lambert of this city is
30

which makes a particular appeal to
those who love good humor, well
drawn characters, convincing description and wholesome romance.

one.
Mrs. Lamben is expected to arrive in Cimarron some time before
Christmas after an extended visit
at her old home in Missouri.
Meals at all hours are served at
Weber's Restan. ant and Bakery.

Our Next Serial. Don't Miss It!
I

COLFAX"

OF

Aged Prospector Is

Now Distributed

He Comes Up
Br
Charles
Smiling
Sherman

Aged Pioneer

NO. 40

KINGDOM

Seriously Hurt

Jackson Day Passes Away
The department of public in
ttruction has been asked to have a
special "Andrew Jackson" day in
the ouhlic schools of the state on
January 8, 1915, which is the too h
anniversary of the battle ot New
Orleans. The request conies from
S H. Thompson, state superintendent of ttie public schools in
Tennessee. Mr. White, the head
ol tbe department in New Mexico,
has uot decided what to do about
The New Mexic
the matter.
already
has a Flag day and
schools
on Tuesday honored Tuberculosis
day. It is considered valuable
number ol spe'
however, to have
cial days, calling forcefully to the
attention ot puuilt the important
events in history.

TO

New Federal

Distances For

Visits Cimarron
'

KEYS

10. 1914.

Officials at Washington think
the validity ol the Arizona law, requiring: 80 per cent or more of tbe
employes of firms or corporations
in that state to be citizens of the
United States, concerning which
the British and Italian ambassadors have made representations to
tbe state department, binges upon
tbe legal interpretation placed up
on the treaty of commerce and
navigation with Italy.
It was admitted that Great Bri
tain has no treaty with this country which defines the rights of sub
jects in this country, as specifically
as does tbe treaty of 187 1 between
Italy and the United States. Offi
cials said that a decisioh holding
the law to cpnflict with a treaty
with any country, would invalidate
it, as there have been numerous
decisions in which the courts held
that a treaty is above a state law.

Threatening
Snow Storm

M.

Cooney, pioneer

Socor-

ro county miner, secretary of the
board of regents of the New Mexico School of Mines and one of the
most prominent and influential citizens of New Mexico, has been
missing since October 25, and it it
believed he has perished in the Mogollón mountains.
On the date mentioned Captain
Cooney, who is a veteran miner
and in whose veins the fever of the
prospector still burns in spite of

his three score years and ten,
started out lor a prospecting tour
in the Mogollons.
While advanced in years, his physical vigor was
superb, and no fears were entertained that he would not be able to
take care of himself under any and
all circumstances.
Captain Cooney was last seen in
Magdalena just after leaving So
Since then nothing has
corro.
been beard from him, and the
gravest fears are entertained for
his safety. His son. Chat. Coon
ey, whose home is near Kosedale,
arrived in Socorro just before
Thanksgiving for the purpose of
spending the holiday with his par
ents; but upon learning of the pro
longed absence ot bis father, left
immediately for the mountains to
search for him. No word has been
beard from the younger Cooney
since he left.
Anxiety over tbe fate of Captain
Cooney has been heightened by the
receipt of letters from the town of
Mogollón, where tbe missing man
expected to go, showing that he
had not put in an appearance at
that place.

Precipitates Stock Men
general snow storm has been
in this section the past
week with the result that tbe bills
and mountains are covered with a
beautiful coat ol white. In tbe
depth of tbe mountains several feet
oí snow has already fallen and tbe
indications at this time are that
more than the average snowfall
Stock growers of this section are
will bless the watersheds of the ir-- I employing every meant to increase
rigatioa districts in northern New their herds with the least outlay of
Mexico for next summer.
capital. Several cattle men who
have heretofore bought up large
numbers of tteert annually and
Child Drowns In
turned them on the range preparatory to thippiog them, have abandoned this system and thit fall
Cistern When
cowt and beifera exclusively with the view that greater
Mother Visits
will be netted in the end.
Undoubtedly tbe price of young
A

Use New Way

threatening

In Industry

Its

Clois Richard Turner, tbe two
yea. old son of Mr. and Mrs. A.T.
Turner, wat drowned in the cistern
at hit parents' borne a mile wett of
Roy. Tbe child fell in tbe cittern
while bit fattier was in town and
hit mother wat viaiting a neighbor
The mother and neighboring worn
en were unable to retcue tbe child
(rom the cittern, and it wat ball
an bour before tbe father reached
home. The child had been dead
for tome time when it was taken
irom the water.
--

pur-chat-

Steert brought about thit immediate change among stock growert
who realize that tbe cott of range
steert it tucb that the ritk of possible lott during tbe winter it too
great for the returot received.
It it conservatively estimated by
Stock growert that tbe cott of running stock for one year it approximately t per bead and added to
thit tbe lots of ttock during the
winter when infrequent and unexpected storms prevail, tbe margin
between tbe cost and telling price
was not very remunerative.

CIMARRON
vanee or the Rusalans Into Hungary U
afford them relief. Russia haa been
ending Coesaok
raiding
parties
through the Csrpathlans wRh the ob
Jeot of diverting Austria's attention,

ITALY READY TO

ENTER CONFLICT

but the dual monarchy seemingly Is
determined to finish with Servia flrst.

WITH THE ALLIES
Parliament's Special Meeting
and Premier's Speech
Show Government's
Attitude.

SERVIA'S

END

SEEN

Austria Takss Capital and Destroy
On third of Serb Forcea In Four
Month
Big Baltics Ocour
In Wetter n Poland.

Summary of Events.
the extraordinary meeting of the Italian parliament late
iaat week, followed by a npeeial
onfereuee of the ministry, in
w hivh Italy wan shown to be overwhelmingly favorable to the Allies, it in announced that the
S
i n Europe kingdom may go
'
ar within two weeks.
i;hi-

Italy's sympathies and her cente
of obligation draw her to the side of
ths members of the Triple Entente."
ttays a
dispatch from
Home. "The nation haa been unable
to enter the war heretofore because
of lack of military equipment and
naval readiness. During the last four
months these deflcleuce have been
remedied, however, and the country
will be well able to look after her
interests from this time forward."
In a notabl speech to the Italian
parliament Prime Minister Salandra
declared there is no clause in the
treaty with Germany and Austria
which In any way binds Italy to aid
those nation, "if these countries,
which have fal'sxi in their coercive
measures to draw Italy into the conflict, persist in accusing Italy of disloyalty," Salandra said, "Italy wiU
nubllsh the full text of this confidential treaty and show the world that
her present position Is well Justified."
semi-offlcl-

Servla's Finish Seen.
The end of Servia Is In sight. Reports from war headquarters in southeastern Europe Indicate that the little mountain kingdom which started
the present conflict Is about to be
wiped out. Servia has fought Austria,
bar big northern neighbor for centuries, trying to preserve her racial
an1 national Independence but the
nod is fu vigRi
Despatches from Iondon, Petrograd
and Vienna say that ! 00,000 of the
of her male
Servian army
population have been
killed
or
Bewounded since the war began.
cause of the greater conflict
one-thir-

d

else-vher- e

Europe the campaign In the
southeast has gone along with scant
notice, but It has been a war of exter-n-l
In the operations of Aus-trlnailon.
against the Serbs In the last
three weeks, 20.000 8er?)n have been
takaa prisoner.
Austrian Take Belgrade.
Uelgrado, capital of Servia until the
; Ding ot the war, the city where
(he first heavy fighting of the war
occurred, haa bean occupied by the
vustrlans. The Serbs held out four
mouths, then evacuated the place.
Belgrade was frequently under bombardment early In the war and but for
the general European conflict which
upelled Austria to send her troops
tainst Russia must have fallen an
183 prey to Servla's big neighbor. Apparently Austria miscalculated the na-- t
ure of the Servian opposition and only
after Bosnia was Invaded did she send
a sufficient force against the Servians
to Jrlve them back.
Now they are being forced backward
Tor the ad
i are eagerly looking
i
In

i

COLONEL

BRI0GES

I AWMmJIbbWi

'

...

:

Colonel Bridges of the British
been highly praised
or his bravery In action, ha
oen decorated by the French
government with the ribbon of
the teuton of Honor, and is

.

army ha

receive the Victoria
Cross and the Distinguished
Service order.
mm
'ium
slated

o

KAISER'S ORDER

e

hand-to-han-

e

n

Gar-man-

sea-sio-

rlmnt

CHOICEST

"ON TO WARSAW."iWTE on amendments HUNDREDS OF

Warsaw 8 aft Again.
WAR LORD'S NEW FORCES CRUSH
Russian Poland Is still the center
RUSSIAN ADVANCE AFTER
of interest In the war situation ao far
as military operations are concerned.
DEFEATS IN POLAND.
Report from the rival headquarters
Indicate that any decisive result on
either side Is atlll It. the balance, although on the face of the known facts ALLIES MAKE ADVANCES
the conviction Is growing that the
German general, Mnckensen, has done
at Lodz what Haxalne In the Franco-Prussia-n
was failed to do at Met he WEAKENING OF RUSSIAN LINE TO
MEET MUSCOVITES SEIZED
has saved his army after It waa
by the enemy.
ON BV BRITISH.
Both Claim Success.
Official news from Poland continues
to be scanty, and, with both head- Wasiem Newspaper I'nlnn New Ssretr.
quarter claiming success. It Is imIxndon, Dec. 8. After long battle
possible to say how the battle I going. Of Its Intensity, however, there fought with the greatest stubbornness,
the Germans have succeeded In oc
can be no doubt.
The Germans, when they started cuyplng Lodz, Poland, which la an untor Warsaw, dashed full tilt Into a fortified city. According to the Berlin
mass of Russian troops and forced report, the Russians 'suffered severe
their way so far In that the Russians losses snd are In retreat. T&ls succlosed on them This wss takea In cess of the Germana is considered by
Petrograd to mean that some of the militar experts a really remarkable
German división had been cut off achievement. Less than a fortnight
and that their surrender or Annihila- ago the army to which this victory has
fallen was surrounded by Russians and
tion was inevitable.
The losses, with the desperate cut its way out only st the last mofighting that has been going on for a ment, losing great numbers of men
t
must neceas rtly be very and, many guns.
fun nil-Yet it was able wlUun a few days
heavy on both sides
to reorganize, take the offensive and
German Escape Trap.
A Berlin dispatch says that a great defeat the Russians defending Lodz.
This was made possible by the netstory of success for the German troops
has come to light In the fighting near work of strategic raUways on the GerIxdx. The German forcea were oper- man side of Uta frontier, over which
ating against the right flank aSd in reinforcements can be sent where
the rear of the Russians when they, they are most needed.
The Kaiser has given order to capin their turn, were attacked by Russians who pressed them hard, coming ture Warsaw next st all costs, according to reports from Berlin, and Gerfrom the east and south.
The German troopa turned from the man troops are making a supreme adRussians with whom they were en- vance.
The Russians, on the other hand,
gaged and fought a very hitter three-dafight and broke through the Rus- vigorously attacked on both wings,
sian ring. In doing so they brought were unable to send fresh men to stifwith them twelve thousand prisoners fen their center, to meet tbe German
guns and lost wedge, were compelled to fall back.
as well as twenty-fivThere will be undoubtedly much
only one German gun.
more fighting before the campaign in
Russian Capture Passes.
The Russian troops after a fight this district Is concluded. Lodi was
fighting
lasting ten days, captured, November won only after
28, the Austrian positions which pro- in the suburbs of the city, and the
tected the passes In the Carpathians, whole Russian line, from north to
south. Is now straightened out and
extending fifty vents (about thirty-thremile) from Koneczna, which Is will contest every foot of ground with
situated north of Rartfeld as far as the invaders.
In the mesntime, taking advantage
Schuzko, situated south of Mezo
The Russluns in this district of the battles, the Germans In the
captured cannons, machine guns and eest, the silled French, Belgian snd
British force have begun an offensive
many prisoners.
In the flrst half of November, they movement In the west
They are now virtually In possession
claim, they captured fifty thousand
soldiers and bIx of the left bank of the Yser canal snd
hundred officers. At Plock the Rus- in northern France, particularly In the
sian forces seised four ships laden neighborhood of La Bassee, where the
Germans hold a strong position, the
with machine guns and munitions.
allies are beginning with a heavy cannonade to feel their wsy eastward.
Germans Renew the Attack.
The same procesa Is being followed
The German artillery is stfll hammering at the allied lines between along the whole front. The French
Ypres and Arras. Reports reaching official communication speaks of the
continued "superiority of our offensive" sad the
Parle say
to come up for the Germans in this sec- "marked advantage" of the French artion and the full quota of 100,000 ad tillery over that of the Germans.
The advance, slight as it is In the
dltlonal men Is expected to be on the
northwest, has ended for the present
firing line within the next few days.
at least, In the opinion of many, the
More Activity in West.
While there 1 every indication that Herman menace to the coast ports. Its
another big battle is Imminent In the is believed that so long as the
aro compelled to keep up the
West, there Is no evidence that it actually has begun. There has been strength ot their army In the east
lighting lu Flanders, but this doubtless they will be unable to assume the ofis the result ot an attempt by the Al- fensive in the west.
There is a report, however, that tbe
lies to take some advanced positions.
There also are reports that the Ger- Germsnst have kept tbe pick of their
mans have evacuated several villages western army in the Aisne valley,
whence st su opportune moment, they
on the Yser nn.il nnd are concentrating ou new position. The British can hurl it against the French lines
have taken over command of the Yser and make another effort to get
region, and, like the French, have been through to Pari. .;'
King Peter of Servia, who has boon
strongly reinforced. It lb believed that
on the first sign of a German move- ill for mam months, has assumed comment to the East In any considerable mand of the Servian army snd, sc
force, the Allies will take the offen- covdfng to a Nish report, has checked
the. advance of the Austrians, inflictsive.
ing heavy losses on them. The Ana
Germans Gathering Near Ostend.
The Germana have evacuated sev- trian' reply to this Is that 'the occueral villages north of the Yser. They pation of Belgrade necessitates the reare believed to be concentrating large grouping ot our troops."
The political news of the day was
decisive
forces south ot Ostend for
battle. Reinforcements of one hun- the authoritative announcement from
dred and xixty thousand men are said Sofia that it wss not considered posto haev arrived during the last few sible anything would Intervene to
make It necessary for Bulgaria to
days.
The harbor works at Zcebrugge have change her policy of strict neutrality.
been put out ot commission as a reShort Session of Congress Opens.
sult of a renewed bombardment by the
Washington Ties third and final
British fleet. The docks and various
other works cannot be used now, It Is session of the Sixty - third Congress
stated, and the bsrbor has been closed convened Mondsy with more vscant
completely. The submarines there are sests than have been ia evidence at
any opening day's session In years.
unable to leave.
Many of the sbsentees were of the
German Destroy Ypres.
The Germans have destroyed the "lame duck" variety. The session asold and magnificent city of Ypres, In pires by constitutional llmltstlon on
Falling to March 4tn. Every effort la to be mads
southwestern Belgium.
capture Hie place and hold it as a by the Democratic dealera to complete
Murteglr position against the Allies, the program of appropriation bills so
the kslser's army drew up to the that sn extra session of the Sixty
northward an armored train of heavy fourth Congress msy be avoided.
artillery and systematically battered
Vills and Zapata Cooperating.
the ctly to pieces In two days. This
Is the gist of a report given In the
Mexico City. Generals Villa and
latest French official bulletin.
Zapata met at Zoo him 11 co and. after
a conference, uunounced publicly that
Capital Back to Pari.
they would work together and that
The French parliament ha been each would retire to private life when
n
culled to meet In extraordinary
their work was accomplished.
st Paris December 22. The members of the French cabinet are to
Former Denverlt Dead In Mexico.
leave Bordeaux next week for that
Washington. News ot the death at
city, where they will put themselves Batopollas, Méx., of Arthur Spelr
at the disposition of the finance com- Sheppard, former owner of the Denmittee of the chamber of deputies.
ver World and a member of the Santo
Lose Feet From Cold.
Domingo commission under President
Officers liivalidod (rom the Allien' Grant, wss received hers.
front say there are at present about
1.600 officers uud men suffering from
Clbinst to Return to Paria
frozen feet in the base hospitals In
Bordeaux, France. President Poln- rur-Meand about Houlogne
France. oare will transfer his official resldenoe
Fully 1,000 of that number must have
to Parts snd will arrive there in tima
on or both feat amputated, owing to
to preside st a cabinet meeting oa
the deadening of the nerves, wnleh Friday.,
makes 'utile ti altainma St
Austro-IIungarla-

MIWB.

PROHIBITION
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MEASURE
MAJORITY.
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HAS

Senator Thomas Given 3,309 Mor
Vote than Hubert Work In Offlcisl
Count by Canvassing Board.

BOATS WRECKED
LINERS

WIND AS

FIGHT

TOBACCOS
Just natural choice leaf
skill-

that is what
fully blended
makes so many friends for
FATIMA Cigarettes.

f

If you cannot curt attma Of aasflse rae
s rtJ you them
pear dealer, tee erf he pita
packa- i- poetpald on recto of 50c. AUn-Fatt- mo
Dopi .212 Fifth o.. . Neo, Yo.N. Y

TERRIFIC STORM GRIPS
ATLANTIC COAST.

Denver
The count of the results of
tbe recent election was completed by
tbe stste canvassing bosrd. Tbe offi- SEAS
TEAR COTTAGES
cial results give Charle S. Thomas,
nlted state senator, a majority of
3.309 over Hubert Work, Republican,
NEW YORK HARBOR CLEARED
who was contesting Thomas'
OF ALL CRAFT AND FERRIES

J

ndkldual"

"DisHncOotly

QgfdtljKy U

fcuosti Or.

I

UNABLE TO CONTINUE.
The results of the votes on all offices
counted by the board are
I
lr.l States Senator.
W enters Newspaper Union News Barelen,
102.017
altarles 8. Thomas. Den
(.7t(
Hubert Work. Rep
Summary of Monday's Storm.
BetiJ. (Ii Ifflth. Prog
S7.07Í
C.
New York. Wind (( mils an hour;
It if tit In. Hoc
11.(43
Ueo. Klndel. K.C.K.
11.4XJ shore strewn with wrecks; vitiates
flooded; Coney Island loss (200,000
rnaaresansnn. Klesi niatrlet.
New Jersey. Seabrlght 160,000 clubF.rnJ. C. Billiard, Hem
XS.ltt house
expected to collapae; town in
21,5s
Horace Phelpa. Rep
peril;
City and other aaaalde
Archibald Ue. Pro
I.7IS point Atlantic
heavily damaged.
6,445
A. W. Kueker, Wilson Ind
Rehobolh, a seashore re2.(13
Delaware.
Benj. Bluraenbera. Sue
sort, almost destrr, ted by waves; dam( omrrawin. Reread Ulaertel.
7b .mo
age.
20.74
Chas. B Ttmberlakc, Ren
Rhodn Island. Schooner striken the
Hurry H. 8rl1omrl1a;e. Dem. . . SS.2S9 Tucker
nuck shoals; Ufe savers unable
Cima E. Flaher. Prog
.2..
to reach crew of 2(.
Canareseaann. Third IMatriet.
Worst wind and sleet
Connecticut.
27,1(1
Edward Keating. Dem
storm since 1(07 paralyses wire service.
32.5(7
Nell N McLean. Rep
t omrrumi. Fourth IMatriet.
New Tork. Huge seas backed by a
2(.5(2
Edward T. Taylor. Dem
howling northeast
B. J. Balrcl. Rep. and Prog. ... K.01S mighty tide and
4.(53
Ueorge Kunkle. Hoc
gale battered the coasts of New Tork
(he
Supreme
of
JuSae
i onrt.
Monday, smashing houses, wrecking
112.117
James H. Teller. Dem
102.051 hundreds of boats, flooding villages,
John Campbell, Rep
Joseph E. EwIiik, Prog
1(.72( devastating summer resorts and forcJ. Munroe Btewart. Pro. and Hoc. 14,((( ing transatlantic and coastwise steamKeajeat af the Intveraltr at Calorada,
Sandy Hook
ers
:

.1

Uax Tern (Stent Tm Kleetedl.

Clifford C. Parka. Rep
Minnie 1. Harding, Dem
Thomaa L. Wilkinson, Rep.
X. D. Webb. Dem
Randolph Cook. Prog
C. B. Thompson. Hoc.
Graorse Anderson. Hoc.
Ludwls; Qlnther, Hoc. I,l
Short Terna.
Charles R. Dudley, Rep

(3.202

...

(.065

82.2U
22.12

73,4(1

15.217
5,414

2,74

107.24

(lalbreath, Jr., Dem.
(,2c.'
The following totals In tbe state recount of amendments was given out
by the office of the secretary of state:
O. O.

af EA8URRH
Six year limit on initi-

For. Against.

15,6(7
ated measurra
Pronlbltion
lt(,6(
Authorising verdicts by
4 Juries In civil cases
and permitting; women
to serve as jurors
ST.120
Authorizing? governor to
call special elections.. 40.(42
Child welfare commission (8,242
Probation, of crimínala.. (3.5(1
117.146
road tax
Newspapers public utilitt.752
ties
Sees. 3( and 37. nubile
39.703
utilities law
Renulate fruit commisS9,44(
sion merchants
Abolishing I r - .i doctrine of assumption of
(9.00(
risk
Rearulatlnc appointment
of deputy sheriffs
49.1 1(
Bees. 36. 36 and 37. pub37.(83
lic utilities law
Klxty-yea-

126.270

11K.017

--

72,4((
(0,(77
72.122
((,612
54,(44

(1.42(
(5.152
87,4(4

1

r
bond amendment
38.599
Enlarging; powers of
state board of equal-

isation
'Measures adopted.

66.9(7

0.298

((.(2
(3.003

(5.20Í

record-breakin-

at

200.000.

Two or three fine houses at Seagate were wreckod despite the fight
of s small army of workmen to build
defenses with hundreds of sandbags.
The waves threw them aside, relied
in and tore the houses apart. Fifteen
buildings along Coney Island had been
damaged, including big bathing pavilions and summer cottages. At Bright-toBeach the boardwalk was demol
Ished and the waves surged around
ths Brighton Besch hotel and wrecked
several small buildings near it. Waves
broke more than 25 feet over the high-tidline at Rockaway Beaeh, causing
heavy damages to bungalows, baths
and the boardwalk. At Seaside eight
bungalows were carried away. Two
hotels at Arverne were damaged,
while Point Lookout, at Long Beach,
was Inundated, and partly washed
away. The wind was blowing 60 miles
an hour.
Over on the Jersey side heavy rain
snd high wind continued. At Ssndy
Hook enormous seas were breaking
over the north and east shores. Outside the Hook the Russian liner
Dwlnsk, from Newcastle via Halifax,
lay anchored. The steamer St. Ixmie
from Savannah was 15 miles off Scotland lightship and had suffered deck
damage and smashed windows. The
Francisco of the Wilson Une and several other vessel siso lsy out in the
rollers of the Atlantic, waiting for a
moderation of the gale before daring
to try to reach port.
For hour commuters between New
York and New Jersey had to travel
through the Hudson river tube, as the
ferries could not make their trips.
Wire communication between New
York and Pennsylvania points was
badly hampered, tbe worst conditions
existing between New York and Pittsburg. Allsntown. Pa. was reported alwith Conmost isolated. Connection
necticut point also were crippled.
n

56.275

Dog Capture Mountain Lion.
Denver. It Is reported from Fort
Collins that the first day's hunting
with the pack of trained dogs shipped
into Estes Park for the purpose of

hunting predatory animals resulted in
the capture of a mountain lion. The
lion's trail was picked up on tbe High
drive north of Morslne park and waa
followed into the rough country to the
west of Rockdale hotel. Shortly after
taking up the scent tbe dogs treed the
lion within hslf a mile of the bote),
where it was killed by forest hunters.
Settlers snd ranch owners in the vicin-ttof tbe park are much elated over
the early success of the forest service
plsn of using hunting dogs in tbe extermination ot predatory animals and
anticipate that before the winter Is
over most of these marauders, which
have caused such serious loss to their
live stock In the past, will have been
eliminated.
y

Gray Wolves Attack Cattle.
Denver. Deputy Game Warden Joseph Gray reported thst s psck of
gray wolves bad been attacking cattle
northwest of Fort Collins, and that
the realdents of that district were
about to organize a hunt for them. No
wolves bsve been In that country for
some time, and the newcomers ara
supposed to hsve been driven over tbe
Wyoming border by s big wolf drive
held In .it ramie. The wolves have
been ravaging game In the vicinity of
Fort Collins.
I

and
to ren.aln outside
fight the storm.
At Sandy Hook the wind attained a
velocity of 68 ralles an hour, driving In
s
tide and making It
impossible for pilots to board incoming vessels.
In New York hatbor tbe tlda was
ths highest In thirteen years and ths
waves drove the New Jersey ferryboats to cover and strewed the shore
ot Btaten Island with the wrecks of
scores of small craft.
In New York City the wind blew at
48 miles an hour, diminishing to 26
miles Monday night, with a forecast of
a shift in the gale, attended by more
rain or snow. A flreboat was sunk In
a slip at Saint George, Staten Island.
The worst damage In this vicinity
waa suffered at Cone." Island, where
tbe loss within 24 hours was estimated

e

'

DECLARE

EXTRA

DIVIDENDS.

Payment of 32O.O0O to Employes at
Cripple Creek Camp Also Msde
From Gold Works.
Educator Finishes School Inspection.
Denver. Several big Colorado mining companies took action which will
Boulder. Prof. Frank E. Thompaon,
head of the department of education Insure a merry Christmas for their
of the University ot Colorado, ha com- stockholders. The mines are In the
pleted the Inspection of 247 high Cripple Creek district.
The Golden Cvcje Mining Company
achoola of Colorado," having devoted
more than a year to the work. He 1 directors declared an extra dividend
now compiling data with regard to of 15 por cent tor the month of Detbe territorial distribution, financial cember, amounting to $225,000. The
support, student body, teaching staffs, Portland Gold Mining Company direccourses, supervision snd the relations tors voted to distribute sn extra divibetween the schools and the communi- dend for the amount of 2 per cent, or
Ths Vindicator mine haa
ties In which they are located, tor pub- 160,000.
paid $950,000 on tta capitalisation of
lication.
$1,500,000 so far this year.
That the revenues from tbe big
Restrict Sale of Hog Cholera Serum. mines do not go solely to ths stockDenver. Because ot the widespread holders Is shown by the payrolls. Payepidemic of foot and mouth dlaease ments to employes in the camp to the
throughout the central west, tbe stats amount of $320,000 were made Monboard of stock Inspection commission, day. Other mining camps will help
through State Veterinarian Dr. W W. wall ths funds which will be available
Yard, Issued an order forbidding ths for Christmss from he mining Indus
sals or giving away of any serum or try.
virus for the treatment or prevention
of hog cholera In Colorado until fur
Mrs. Vanderbllt Lose Necklace.
ther notice. Until further orders, all
New York. Mrs. W. K. Vanderbllt,
serum or virus sold or used In Colo- 8r la advertising for the return of s
rado will have to bs manufactured lo pearl necklace containing mora than
tbe tat.
MO stones and valued at $10,000.
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A Little Joke.
"What makes yon think she ll nsvsr
cut a great figure In any man's Ufar'
"Well, you see how petite she Is!"

Judge.
Don't be misled. Ask for Rod Croas
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.
A Too Popular Song
"Aren't you going to ths musical
comedy tonight?"

"No."
"Why not?"
"I'm tired of being asksd by musical
comedy prima donnas if I don't re-

member California la September."
A Rebuke,

vjtun along, WtTIIe. and play with
your tin soldiers."
"Mother," said tbe serious-mindeand precocious younster, "when I grow
up I expect to work for universal
peace and I do not wish to cultivate a
martial spirit either In myself or In
others by playing warlike games."
d

Ths Stumbling Block.
"If only grandfather had been
generóos," she murmured. "I would
say yes."
"But your parents have consented?"
"Yes, but Aunt Sylvia wont."
"What has Aunt Sylvia to do with
It?"
"She was the chief beneficiary la
grandfather' will."
Curious 8ult.
curious exposition of callousness
and greed was recently made In a civil
ult brought against a Colorado surgeon. He became Interested In the
esse of s cripple whom he found begging In the street, and by an operation
requiring great skill removed his
The relatives of the cripple
promptly brought suit against the
physician for removing their means of
support, claiming that as a cripple,
the youth had brought them In an average of about Ave dollars dally, while
now they wars compelled to support
him until he could gain the means of
earning his living. The Judge promptly dismissed the suit on hearing tbe
case for the prosecution.
A

To Build
Strong
Children
Supply their growing bodies
with right food, so that Brain,
snd Muscle, and Bone development msy evenly balance.

Grape Nuts
rooo
was originated to supply, in
proper proportion, the very

element

reauired by the

human body tor growth and
repair.

To supply children a dish
of Grape-Nut- s
and cream
(or breakfast regularly, is to
tart them on the road to
sturdy health.

"There's a Reason"
for
Grape-Nut- s
Sold by grocers.

CIMARRON

The Land of Broken Promises
I

A Stirring Story
of the Mexican
Revolution
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that man?" asked Onto,
a aha rained In at his side. 'Do you
"Who U

know him?"

"Sure do!" responded Hooker

Jovi-

ally. "He's the beat (Hand I got In
Mexico!
'Ka!, Amigo!!' ha hallad, a toa
Taqul cama quartering down the hill,
and. apparently oblivious of the oncoming pursuers, ha rode oat or the
trail to meat him. They shook hands
sed Amigo flashed his familiar smile,
glancing shyly over the horse's back
at the daughter of the Aragons.
"I knew the horse." he explains,
with a gentle caress for Copper Bottom- "My people up there kill Mexicana!
Where you gor
"North to the line," answered Bud,
pointing up the pasa.
"Muy malo!" frowned the Y aquí,
glancing once more at the woman behind. "Muchos revoltosos!"
"Where?" aaked Bud.
"Every where!" replied Amigo with
a comprehensive wave of the hand.
"But no matter," he added simply. "I
will go with you.
Who are these

horsemen behind?"
"Rurales!" responded Hooker, and
tho Yaqul's black eyes dilatad.
"Tea," nodded Bud as ho read the
swift question in their glance. "He la
there, too Del Ray!"
"Que bueno!" exclaimed the Indian,
fixing his eagle glance upon the riders.
He showed his white teeth In a smile.
In an Instant he saw his opportunity,
be saw his 'enemy riding into a trap,
and turned his face to tho pass.
What Amigo had waited for, the opportunity he bad watched for, was
at hand. Del Rey should pay the
price of that scar the Yaqul carried.
Not again would the bullet go astray,
and his people should have one less
Mexican to fight after that day. The
hatred of generations lny behind the
thoughts of the Indian.
He eared
nothing for the grievance of the girl,
and he would not kill Del Rey for
that, but for his own reasons.
"Come!" he said, laying hold of a
látigo strap, and as Hooker loped on
up the steady Incline he ran along at
bis stirrup, in bis right hand he still
carried the heavy Mauser, but his
sandaled feet bore him forward. with
tireless strides and only the heaving
of his mighty chest told the story of
the pace.
"Iet me take your gun." suggested
Hooker, as they set off on their race,
but Amigo in his warrior's pride only
shook his head and motioned him on
and on. So at last they gained the
rugged summit, where the granite ribs
of the mountain crop up through the
sands of the wash and the valley
slopes away to the north. To the south
waa Del Rey. still riding after them,
bat Amigo beckoned Hud beyond the
ref snd looked out to the north.
"Revoltosos!" he exclaimed, pointing a
hand at a distant
ridge. "Revoltosos!" be said again,
wmvmB nis nana 10 me east
riere,
waving toward the west, "no!"
"Do you know that country?" In-quired Hooker, nodding at the great
plain with Its chains of parallel Slcr- ras, dui tne tnaian snooK nis Dead.
"No," he said; "but tbe best way la
straight for that pass."
He pointed1 at a distant wedge cut
down between the blue of two ridges,
and scanned the eastern hills intently.
"Man!" he cried, suddenly Indicat- e
tag the
of the topmost ridge.
"1 think they are revoltosos," he added
gravely. "They will soon cross your
trail. "
"No difference," answered Bud with
a smile "I am not afraid not with
1

sky-lin-

yon bora. Amigo."

'No, but the woman!" suggested
Amigo, who read no Inst in bis worda.
"It Is bettor that yon should ride on
and leave me here. '
Ha smiled encouragingly, but a wild
light waa creeping inte his eyas and
Hooker knew what bo meant. He desired to be left alone, to deal with
Dal Ray after the sure manner of the
Yaquis. And yet. why not? Hooker
smaed thoughtfully at the oncoming
rurales and walked swiftly back to

antral

"This Indian is a friend ot mino,"
ha said, 'and I can trust him He
It will be better for us to ride
be will take care of the
rurales."
"Take care?" questioned Gracia,
turning pale at a peculiar matter of
fact tone in hla voice.
"Sure." said Hooker; "he saya there
are revoltosos ahead. It will be bet
tar for you, he saya, to ride on."
"Madre de Dios!" breathed Gracia,
dutch! ug at her saddle; and then she
nodded hor head weakly.
"You better get down for a minute,"
suggested Hooker, helping her quickly to the ground. "Here, driuk some
water you're kinder faint I'll be
right back Jest want to aay good-by.- "
He strode over to where Amigo bad
poated himself behind a rock and laid
m hand on bla arm.
"Adiós, Amigo!" he said, but the
Yaqul only glanced at him strangely.
"Anything in my camp, you're wel- come to U." added Hooker, but Amigo
did not respond. His black eyes, far- a hawk's, were fixed Intently
a 'sing

I

before htm, where Dal Rey came galloping in the lead.
"You go now I" he said, speaking
with an effort, and Hooker understood.
There was no love, no hat left In that
mighty carcasa he waa all warrior,
all Yaqul, and he wanted Del Rey to
himself.
"We'll be going," Hooker said to
Gracia, returning swiftly, and his subdued tones made her start She felt.
aa one feela at a funeral, the hovering
wings of death, yet she vaulted into
her saddle and left her thoughts unsaid.
Tbey rode on down tho valley, spurring yet holding back, and then with a

The Heavy Mauser Spoke Out
Shot!

One

NEWS

"W'y, not" he protested "Sure not!
What made you think thatr
"Why you rode oyer and spoke to
him and he looked at me and then
he killed him!"
She gave way to a paroxysm of grief
at this, and Bud looked around him,
wondering.
That she was weak and
hungry he knew, hut what waa this
she was saying?
"I rechon I don't understand what
you're driving at" be said at last
"Wish you'd eat something you'll feel
better."
"No. I won't eat!" she declared, sitting up and frowning. "Mr. Hooker,"
she went on very miserably, "what did
you mean this morning when yoa
laughed! I aald I hated poor Manuel
and yon aald well, what you did
and you laughed! Did you think oh,
yon couldn't have that I really wanted him killed?"
"W'y, sure not!" cried Hooker
heartily. "I knowed you was fooling!
Didn't I laugh at you 7 Say, what kind
of a feller do you think 1 am, anyway?
D'ye think I'd get an Indian to do my
killing?"
"Oh, then didn't you?" she cried,
suddenly brightening up. "You know,
you talk so rough sometimes and I
never do know what you mean! You
said you guessed you'd have to kill
him for me, yon know, and oh. It waa
too awful! I must be getting foolish,
I'm so tired out, but what did you
tell that Indian?"
Bud glanced at her sharply for a
moment and then decided to humor
her.
Perhapa, If he could get her
quieted, she would stop talking and
begin to eat
"He asked me who was after us," he
aald, "and I told him It was Del Rey.
"Yes, and what did he say then?"
"He didn't say nothing Jest lined
out for the pass."
"And didn't you say you wanted
him killed?"
"No!" burst out Bud, half angrily.
"Haven't I told you once? I did not!
That Indian had reasons of his own,
believe me he's got a scar along his
ribs where Del Rey shot him with a
And, furthermore," he
added, as her face cleared at this explanation of the mystery, "you'd better
try to take me at my word for the rest
of this trip! Ixoks to me like you've
been associating with these Mexicans
too much!"
"Why, what do you mean?" she demanded curtly.
"I mean this. " answered Hooker, "being as we're on the subject again.
Ever since I've knowed you you've
been talking about brave men and
all that; and more'n once you've hinted
that I wasn't brave because I wouldn't

roar that made '" in jump the heavy
Manser spoke ou. out shot! And no flght.
Td Just like to tell you, to put
more. There was a hunb. a !ong wait,
your mind at rest, that my father was
and Amigo rose slowly from behind a sergeant
in the Texas rangers and no
bis rock.
hundred
Mexicans
was ever able to
God!" exclaimed
Hooker, as he
make him crawl. He served fnr ten
caught the poso, and his voice sound jhyears
on the Texas border and never
ed a requiem for Manuel del Rey.
Then, as Gracia croased herself and turned his back to no man let alone
fell to sobbing, he leaned forward in a Méx. I was brought up by htm to
be peaceable and quiet, but don't you
his saddle and they ga doped away.
never think, because I run away from
Manuel del Rey, that I was afraid to
CHAPTER XXVI.
face htm."
He paused and regarded her IntentThough men may make a Jest of It
In books, It Is a solemn thing to kill ly, and ber eyes fell before his.
"You must excuse me," she said,
a man, even to be uear wheu one Is
killed,
ir Grada bad slain Del Rey looking wistfully away, "I did not 1
herself in a passion her hot blood did not understand. And so the poor
might have buoyed her up. but now Yaqul was only avenging an Injury?"
her whole nature was convulsed with she went on, reaching out one slender
the horror of It and she wilted like a hand toward the food. "Ah, I can understand it now he looked so savage
flower.
But" she paused again,
An hour before she bad bdrned with and fierce.
hatred of him, she had wished him set back by a sudden thought "didn't
dead and sought the man who would you know he would kill him?"
"Yes, ma'am," answered Hooker
kill him. Now that his life had been
snipped otr between two heart beats quietly. "I did. '
"Then then why didn't you "
sha remembered him with pity and
"That was between them two," he
muttered a prayer for his koul. For
"Del Rey shot bim
Hooker, for De Lancey abe bud no replied doggedly
thought, but only for tbe dashing once when he was wounded and left
young eaptalr. who bad followed her him for dead. He must have killed
some of his people, too; bis wife mobto his death.
Of this Bud had no knowledge. He be, for all I know, lie never would
realized only that she was growing talk about tt, but he come back to get
don't shoot no man
weaker, and that he must call a halt his reveuge.
Und at last, when the walls of their Irom cover myseir, but that ain't It
pass had widened and they rode out It was between them two."
"And you?" she suggested. "If you
into the open plain, he turned aside
from the trail and drew rein by a had fought Del Rey?"
"I would have met him In tbe opeo,"
clump of mesquit.
"Here, let me take you," he said, said Hooker.
"And yet "
as she swayed uncertainly in the sad' I
didn't want to," he ended bluntly
dle. She slid down luto lila arma and
"Didn't want to fight him and didn't
be laid her gently In the shsde.
"Poor girl." he muttered, "It's beepi want to kill bim. Had no call to. And
too much for you. I'll get some water, then well, there waa you."
"Ah!" she breathed, and a flush
and pretty soon you can eat."
He unalung the canteen from his mounted her pule cheeks. She smiled
saddle-flap- ,
gave her a drink, and left as she reached out oneo more for tbe
her to herself, glancing swiftly along food and Hooker resolved to do bla
the horizon as bo tied out their mounts best at gallantry, It seemed to make
to grsse. But for her falntness he her so happy.
"So you were thinkiDg of me," she
would have pushed ou farther, for he
had seen men off to the cast; but bun challenged sweetly, "all the while?
t.er and excitement had told upon her thought perhaps I waa a nuisance and
even more than tbe
ride. In tbe way. I thought perhaps you did
not like me because well, because
For a woman, and sitting u aide-sadie, she had done better than be had I'm a Mex. as you aay."
"No, ma'am." denied Hooker gazing
hoped; and yet well, it was a long
Nothing like
way to the border and be doubted if upon her admiringly.
mean theae
she could make It. She lay atill in the that! When I aay Mex
shade of the mesquit. Just as be had low, pelado Mexicans Don Juan tells
placed ber, and when he brought the me you're pure Spanish "
"With perhaps a little Yaqul." she
sack of food she did aot raise ber
suggested shyly.
head.
"Well, mebbe he did say that, too.'
"Better rat something." lie suggested, spreading c ut some bread and confessed Itud. "Hut It's Jest as good
dried beef. "Here's some oranges I as Spanlah they say all tbe big men
got from Don Juan I'U Just put thou in Sonora have got some Yaqul blood
Morral, that waa
over here tor you."
the
Gracia shuddered, sighing wearily Tornes brothers, governors "
Arsgon!"
sue
And
added playfully,
Then, aa If hla words had hurt her,
but at a look In his eyes she stopped.
she covered ber face and wept.
"What did you tell that man?" sbe Bud could not look pleasant ami think
of Aragón.
asked at laat.
"Ah, yes," she rattled on. "I know.
"W'y what tnuu?" inquired Hooker, astoolahed. "Ain't you going to You like the Yaqula better than the
Spanish I saw you shaking hand
eat?"
"No!" she cried, gazing out at him with that Indian. And wbal was It
through her tears, "not until I know vou called bim AmigoT"
"That's right," smiled Hooker; "bim
what you said. Old you tell that In
snd me huve been friends fgr months
diun tolo kill him?"
She broke down suddenly In a fit of now out at the mina. I'd do anything
sobbing, and 'looker wiped bis brow. for tha' toller."
-

1

1

1

"Oh. now yon make me Jealous," aha her smtle as honestly; "don't yon wor
pouted. "If I wore only a Yaqul -- and ry none about me I like you Una"
big and black"
He slipped away at this, grinning to
"Never mind." defended Bud. "Ha himself, and sat down to watch the
was a true friend, all right and true plain. All about htm lay the waving
friends, believe me, are scarce."
grasa land, tracked up by the hoofs of
There was a shade of bitterness In cattle that had vanished In tha track
hla voice that did not escape her, and ot war. In the distance ha could see
she was careful not to allude to Phil. the line of a fence and the ruins of a
His name, like tho name of her father, house.
The trail which he had folalways drove this ahy man to silence, lowed led on and on to the north. But
at! the landscape was vacant except
and she wanted to make him talk.
"Then you ought to be friends with for his grazing horses. Above the
ma," she chlded, after a alienee.
"I mountains the midday thunder-cap- s
have alwaya wanted to be your friend were beginning to form; the sir was
why will you never allow ItT No, very soft and warm, and
He woks
but really! Haven't I always shown up suddenly to find his head on his
ItT I remember now tbe first time that knees.
I saw you- - I waa looking through my
"
he muttered, rising up
hole among the passion-flower- s
and and shaking himself resolutely, "this
you aaw me with your keen eyes. Phil won't do that sun is making ma
did not but he waa tbere. And you aleepy."
He pared back and forth, amoklng
Just looked at me once and looked
away. Why did you never respond fiercely at brown-pape- r
cigarettes, and
when I came there to look for you? still the sleep came back. Tha thunder-You would Just ride by and look at clouds
over the mountains rose
me once, and even Phil never knew." higher and turned to black; they 1st
"No," agreed Bud, smiling quietly. down skirts and fringes and sudden
"He was crazy to see you, but he rode stabs of lightning, while the wind
right by. looking at the windows and sucked In from the south. And then,
such."
with a slash of rain, the shower was
"The first time I met him," mused upon them.
you.
Did he
Gracia, "I asked about
At the first big drops Gracia stirred
y
ever tell you?"
uneasily In her sleep. She started up
Bud bung his head and grinned aa the storm burst over tbem; then, as
sheepishly. It was not difficult to make Bud picked up the
s
and
out a case against bim.
spread them over her, she drew htm
And so Gracia had not wanted Del down beside her and they sat out
the
Rey kilted as he thought she did. storm
together. But
waa
to
She was not the vicious woman he them than a sharing of itcover, amore
patient
had thought her for a time. She was enduring of
and the
Juat the gentle, noble girl he bad sweep of windthe elements,When
they
and rain.
sworn to protect and conduct across rose up
there was a bond between
the border to her fiance. Again came
and they thrust and parried no
the desire to claim her, hut there was them
not only Phil to be thought of but more.
They were friends, there In the rush
the fitness of himself to be the mate
of falling water and the crnsh of lightof this woman.
"Ia it something I have done?" abe ning overhead. When the storm was
asked at laat. "Is that why you never over and the aun came out they smiled
liked me? Now, Mr. Hooker, please at each other contentedly without fear
speak to me! And why do you always of what such smites may mean.
sit so far away are you afraid of me?
CHAPTER XXVII.
But look." she moved closer to him
"here we are alone, and I am not afraid
Aa the sun, after n passing storm,
of you!"
"Of course not," answered Bud, look- comes forth all the more gloriously, so
friendship
ing across at her boldly. "Why should the Joy of their
you be you ain't afraid of noth- changed the world for Bud and Gracia. The rainbow that glowed against
ing!"
"Is that a compliment?" she demand- the retreating clouds held forth more
than a promise of aunshlne for them,
ed eagerly. "Oh. then I'm so happy
lt'a the first you ever paid me! But and they conversed only of pleaaant
have been brave," she beamed, "so things as they rode on up tbe trail.
Tbe dangers that still lay between
far? Have I been brave, like a man?"
"Sure have!" remarked Hooker Im- them and the border seemed very repersonally, "but we ain't there yet mote now, and neither gave them a
Only thing I don't like about you Is thought. There was no one In sll the
you don't eat enough. Sny. don't pick wide world but Just these two. this
up them crumbs let me pare off some man and woman who had found themmore of this Jerked beef for you. Can't selves.
Twenty miles ahead lay the northern
nobody be brave when they're hungry, you know, nnd want to bring you pass, and from there tt was ten more
In safe."
to Gadsden, but tbey spoke neither ot
"Why?" she Inquired, aR she accept- the pass nor of Gadsden nor of who
ed the handful of meat "Is Is on would be awaiting them there. Their
Phil's account?" she ventured, aa he talk was like that of children. Inconsat gazing stoically at the horses. sequential and happy. They told of
"You were such friends, weren't you?" the times when they had seen each
she ssjlii" on Innocently. "Oh. that is other, and what they had thought; of
why I admire the Americans so much tbo days or their childhood, before
they had met at Fortuna; of hopes
they are so true to each other!"
"Yes," observed Hooker, rolling his and fears and thwarted ambitions and
eyes on her, "we're And that way!"
all the young dreams of Ufe.
Bud told of bis
"Well, I mean It!" she Insisted, as
father
sbe read the Irony In his glance.
and their ranch In Arizona; of his
g
brothers,
"Sure! So do I!" answered Hooker, mother and
and Gracia eontinued hor meal In si- and his wanderings through the West;
lence.
Gracia of her mother, with nothing of
"My!" she said at last; "this meat Is her father, and how sbe had flirted in
good! Tell me. how did you happen to order to be sent to school where she
could gaze upon the upstanding Americans. Only Bud thought of the trail
and scanned the horizon for rebels,
but he seemed more to seek her eyes
than to watch for enemies and death.
They rode on until the sun sank low
and strange tracks Htruck their trail
from tbe east Hud observed that tbe
horses were shod, und more tracks of
mounted men rnmo In beyond. He
turned sharply toward the west and
followed a rocky ledge to the hills,
t
to mark
without leaving a
the way ot their retreat.
Thoae boot prints brought Dud back
from the land of dreama iu which
he had been wandering to a realisation of tbe dangers that lurked about
tbem. Hut a llttlo way ahead was tbe
paaa they must cross, and he suddenly realized that tbey could not
safely do so in the broud light of
day. He must not lake such chances
of losing bis new found happiness.
(TO BK CONTINUED i
"Ump-um-m,-
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CAKE

The Kind That Is Thick With Fruit
Tha Papar UnlsJg Ksefs
It From Burning.
Fruit for this should be prepared in
advance as follows:
Six cupfula of
curranta, washed, dried and picked.
Three cupfuls sultana raisins, three
cupful of citron, cut in fine strips,
cupful candled lemon peel,
two cupfuls of almonda blanched and
cut In shreds. In a warm bowl mix
four cupfuls of butter and four cupfulii
ol sugar, granulated or confectioner's,
beat these together until very light.
Break ten eggs into another bowl, do
not beat them.
Cover a waiter with a big abeet of
paper; alft four pints of flour over
tins, add the fruit and tbe followinr
spices: Two ieaspoonfula each of
nutmeg, mace and cinnamon,
one
tablespoonful each of cloves and all
spice. Mix these together and stand
aside ready for use. Have ready In a
little . pitcher onehalf pint best
brandy.
Select a dep cake tin and
grease with butter, line It Inside with
white paper and on the outside and
bottom with four or Ave thicknesses
sf very thick wrapping paper, which
you must tie on. Have your oven hot
and the Are bankod so It will not burn
out quickly. Now beat the butter and
sugar once more, add the egga two at
time, beating the mixture after each
addition.
When the eggs are all
used, turn In tbe (tour and fruit with
brandy, mix thoroughly, pour Into tbe
prepared rake tin, cover with several
thicknesses of brown paper and bake
eight hours keeping tbe oven steady
and clear.
Remove from the oven and allow It
to stand on tin sheet until quite cold
Ice with a thin coat of white Icing
top and sides and stand In a cool oven
to dry, then give It a second coat of
thick icing and ornament according to
fancy.
An icing made of white of
egg, a few dropa of cold water and con
one-hal-

f

i

fectloner's sugar 's the best for the
thick Icing.

new-foun-

THINGS

TO

KEEP

IN

MIND

Four Hints That Will Be Found Well
Worth While Pasting In Your
Scrap Book.

1

1

battle-scarre-

d

horse-breakin-

hoof-prln-

They Thrust and

iarrld

No

More.

have It on your saddle? Ws left so
suddenly, you know!"
She gaxed up at him demurely, curious to see how he would evade this evidence that he had prepared In advance
for their ride. Hut once .more, an he
had always done. Hooker eluded tbe
cunningly laid snare.
"t waa Agurlng on pulling out myself," he replied Ingenuously.
"What? And not take mi?" ahe
"Oh, I thought hut dear me.
cried
what la the use?"
She sighed and dropped her head

wearily.
"I era so tired!" she murmured despondently; "ahsll we be going on
soon?"
"Not unless somebody Jumps as."
"Here, let me make
returned Hud
you a bed In the shade. Tbere now"
an he spread out the
temptingly "you lay down and get
soma sleep and I'll kluder keep a

-
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Says Moon Is Oval Shsped.
Astronomers will await with Interest detalla of the "experiment" carried out by Professor Htlattesl at Bo
logna by which he claims to have
demonstrated that tbe moon is oval
shaped.
The moon Is more easily measured
than any other heavenly body, but
though It has been measured thousands of times no difference has been
detected between its polar and equatorial diameters. A clergyman recently
put forward the theory that the side
of the moon alwaya turned away from
tbe earth Is ot the same size and
ahape as the great pyramid which, according to Kevelutlons,
forms the
"New Jerusalem." Eventually, ao asserts the author of the theory, the
moon will fall on the earth, and the
hemlapbere turned earthward will
bury Itself In our planet', while tha
pyramidal New Jerusalem will project
above tbe rack and ruin of tbe elements as the Celestial City, where the
faithful are to spend eternity.
Thla remarkable lunar theory baa
been published with a preface by the
bishop of Exeter.

Spoiled the Effect
"What's tile matter?" a colleague
"Ah. you are so kind." she breathed
asked of the advertising manager.
ut; aha sank down on the bed
"'Don't "Matter enough.
Tbe fools have
you know," sbe added, looking up at placed Mora, Soprano's testimonial
him with sleepy eyes that half con- for a cold cure on the asms page with
cealed a sinlle. "I believe yoo like me, the announcement that ahe had a sore
after all."
throat and couldn't slug." Topeks
'
Sura.'
confessed Bud. returning Journal,

watch."

Not a erurab of bread should be
wasted! Hard crusts can be dried iu
tho oven and turned into brown breadcrumbs. Stale pieces soaked with boil
ing water and a little milk make excellent bread pudding.
To Keep the Fire- - When you bava
Anlshed with the kitchen ffrevfor cooking purposes take some fine coal dust,
put it in a strong brown paper bar.
damp it and put it on the top or the
fire. The latter will burn slowly for
hours.
To Keep the Yolks Fresh. YolkH of
eggs can be kept fresh for many days.
Put about three tablespoonfuls of water into a basin, drop In the yolks and
leave in a cool pluce.
The Cook Book. A small piece of
glass placed over a cookery book when
lying open on the table keeps it opetv
and entibies the cook to read tbe recips
without handling tho book with sticky
Angers. A glass from a photo frame,
or small picture would do.
How to Keep Your Cake.
Cakes that contain a great deal of
fruit und spice or nuts develop a flne
flavor us thoy are kept in fact, a nut
cake Is not at lta best for at least ,.
week after baking, and a cake that
contains much fruit and spice Is better
when it Is at least a month old.
If you puck a cako fresh from the
oven in brown sugar, it will keep
fresh almost as long as you wish ft
two months, or even more.
Another plun is to take a cake still
warm rrom the oven, and Ice It lightly
with any tdmple, qnlckly made Icing

just scraped over the surface; or bruab
it over with a heavy sugar sirup, then
set it In the cake box with a Jelly
glass or other sinull vessel half fllled
with water, or two or three green apples cut into halves or quarters
In
water or the moisture of the applcK
keeps the cake from becoming dry.- i

Youth's Companion.
Delicious Oyster Salad.
Take one quart of very small oysters, one pint of celery, two ta hi.
spoonfuls of French salad dressing and
one cup of mayonnaise. Parboil tb
oysters In their own liquor, semove.
from the Are und allow them to stand
in the liquor until cold. Drain aud
add the French salad dressing. When
ready to serve combine the celery
and the oysters, add the mayonnaise
and garnish with curled celery.
Deviled Onions.
Mince six cold boiled onions fine,
make a thick sauce of' one teaspoonful
flour, one tablespoonful butter and
of a cupful of milk To
thla add the mli.ced onion and finely
eggs,
mashed yolks of two
one teaspoonful chopped parsley snd
two-thir-

d

hard-boile-

a seasoning ot salt and paprika. Butter scallop shells. All with the mixture, sprinkle with bread crumbs and
brown.

.,. a

'

Grandmother's Indian Pudding.
Scald one cupful of sweet mi k and
stir Into this enough corn meal to
make stiff, about like broad. Add ou
cupful of molasses and let the mixture
come to a boll. Salt well and sploe
with ginger und cinnamon. Bake two
f
to three hours. Two cupand
fuls of quartered sweet apples sdded Is
sn Improvement
one-hal-

To 8ave Tumblers.
If a knife Is placed under a tumbler,
boiling milk or water can bo put ie
without danger of breaking the glass
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COLONEL:

BLUNDER IS COSTLY

Hit Dead Son and Continuad
to Give Orders to Hla
Troops.

al Cimarron

1879."

THH CIMAKRON PUBLISHING COMPANY.
ALB. E SCHROKUER. Owner

RUSSIAN

Petrograd. The Russian Journal
Svlet tells the following; story of tlia
8partan conduct nf Colonpl loupotk- He was listening, after (lie
hine.
first great hattle of Oalicla. to the reading of the report of hla icgiment's

'

THE ARIZONA LAW

casualties.
We haye lost 200 killed and
wounded,' he waa told.
" 'How
many aoldlers killed?' demanded colonel Lopoukhine.
" 'So many.'
"'How many officers killed?'
"'Only one.'
" 'What la the name of thla officer?"
Loupoukhlne.'
While it is generally understood and acknowledged in "'Lieutenant
"Not a muscle of Colonel Ixmi'ouk-nine'- s
face moved
country that a treaty between the United States and
"'Where waa the officer killed? V

The British and Italian ambassadors to the United
States at Washington are vigorously protesting to the department of state against the enanctment of the 80 per
t ent law recently voted through
the iniative in the state
of Arizona. The ambassadors contend that the law is in
conflict with the treaties of their respective countries.

this
foreign countries precedes the law of any state or its
possessions, it is still more and equally important to know
and appreciate that there are many forms of treaties, and
on this question hinges the ultimate outcome, whether the
Arizona law is valid or not. In a narrower vsense treaties
may be divided into many classes as, political, economic,
guarantee, surety, neutrality, alliance, friendship, boundary, cession, exchange, jurisdiction, extradition, commerce
navigation, peace, etc. Most of these classes are sufficiently described by their titles.
The British ambassador has since admitted that he
erred in his contention, and it would not in the least be
surprising to read at any time that the Italian ambassador
acted under strange hallucinations in which he believed his
countrymen to be imposed upon in our sister state.
But few Englishmen are employed at common labor in
the United States; they have different aspirations. The
Italians on the other hand perform a great per centage of
common labor especially in the mines, and mining is Arizona's chief industry.
In the light of present conditions it would appear that
Arizona has a legal right to say whether or no she wiil ad
mit the employment of 20 per cent of her laborers who do
not respect the United States sufficiently to become her
citizens. The treaty will be broadly interpreted.

CONGRESSIONAL ISSUES
Congress convened at Washington, Monday to wind
up the affairs of the 63rd session and which ends on noon
March 4. The rivers and harbors bill is the first to come
up for consideration and when it does, a glittering array
of oratory and fireworks will be set in motion, both for and
against the measure. Congress ground down the rivers
and harbors appropriation to twenty million dollars in Oc
tober, but that is not all. It is now planned to add anoth
er thirty million dollars to the appropriation.
This amount will go a long way towards exploiting
creeks with not enough water to float a muskrat, and to
pay a political debt. Departmental engineers have recom
mended waterway appropriations in but few instances for
the present budget, but in spite of this, southern demo
cratic members are bent on seeing the appropriation pass
without a hitch. But there is more to it than mere pas
sage. 100,000,000 people are keeping a close check on
congress to see which way they will vote in 1916. This
should have some weight with the moulders of public opinion, and it will have if they value their jobs at anything.-

Rodev
Judge
statement sets forth many
uable ideas on how to run the state of New Mexico, in a
recent issue of the New Mexican. The judge touches on
many subjects, but the most important he designed is the
introduction of the ' primary election and the Australian
ballot in the next legislature. The primary election is not
so important as the Australian ballot, especially so since
the two year term is in effect. The thread-wor- n
contention that certain classes do not understand this system is
too old. The Australian ballot never will be understood
until this class has an opportunity to use it intelligently.
B. S.

in a

val-

Chairman Ralph Kly must be accredited with being
the strongest man New Mexico can produce for its next
governor, and the News goes on record as saying that if
be will accept the nomination he is elected right now. Also, he would lie of much service in Washington, but he is
needed more at horae where development awaits the guiding hand. However, the election is two years hence.

Belgian Regiment Almost Wiped
Out on the Yser.
Germana by Falae Uniform Trap WornOut Foes Only 100 Survive
of 00 Men Deep Water
In

-

Trenches.

London. England The Dally News
describes the temblé experiences of
one Belgian regiment during the bat
tie on the const when this regiment
withdrew from Antwerp. Through an
error it was given two days' drill and
Inspection, instead of rest, and then
went Into action again In the network
of trenches on the banks of the Yser.
The newspaper'a correspondent In his
aaked.
"The place waa Indicated. He went dispatch quotes one of the soldiers In
this body as follows:
to the body of hla dead son, dismount"There was a farm on our right and
ed from his horae. kissed the forehead and lipa of hla child, made the some of our men were firing at it
when the door opened and three offsign of the cross, remounted, and conicers In Belgian uniforms stepped out,
tinned giving orders."
shouting to cease firing. We sent a
CHICAGO GIRL BUYS ARMS detachment of men to the farm and
they were swept away by machine gun
fire.
Misa Gladya Lewis Acta aa Agent for
Trench Filled With Water.
One of the Nations of
"Later we entered the trenches.
Europe!
They were full of water and I was tiring for six hours, thigh deep in water.
govEuropean
New York. That a
German machine guns shot us out
The
ernment has commissioned an Ameri- of crevices
In a raised bank only a
can girl to purchase firearms for use
s
along the battle front in Europe de- few yarda acroBa the river. The
then got Into our cross trenches
veloped when It was learned that
and fired down our ltnea. We had to
Miss Gladys A. Lewis of Chicago i
I waa too sleepy to run. I
the myaterloue "O. A. Lewis" who has run back.
been negotiating with the Htan.lnr.l must have fallen asleep and then we
to advance.
Arma Manufacturing company of Wil- must have been ordered
mington. Del., for all the tnllltarv I was too tired toI get up. but some one
got up. as did the
kicked me and
rapid-firguns that concern can mak
in front of me. He Immediately
In the next two yeara, regardless of man
was shot through the head and fell
cost.
A shell
I got up again.
The name of the government haa back on me.
been withheld for obvious reasons hut burst near me and three men who
It was confirmed that Miss Lewis la were running past just disappeared
In Trenches With Germans.
the official representative In the
"T found
myself running forward
again with others with fixed bayonets
onto the Germans, who were firing
IGNORES KAISER; SAVES ARMY from our own trenchea. We were 200
left from 600 They did not wait, but
Ruler Reported to Have Adviaed Sui- scrambled over the bank across the
cide for General Who Disobeyed
river. We crouched In a big trench In
Hia Orders.
muddy water
It waa dark and we
heard, we thought, Germans whisperleft ing on the river side of our bank only
Paris. The entire German
wing would have been annihilated six feet away from us The speakers
during the battle of the Marne if Gen were 300 Germans who had stayed on
eral von Hausen had not disregarded our side, fearing to cross the river unthe kaiser's orders, declares the War- der our fire.
saw Gazette in confidential reports
Only 100 of Regiment Left.
from Rerlin.
When the battle wan
"So we stayetj all night. Neither
going against the Germans the kaiser they nor we slept. Some of our men
commanded the left to continue the ad who crept up the bank to look over
vanee, but Von Hausen, realizing his were shot.
Some of the Germans
flank was strongly menaced, refused climbed over and we fired at their
to obey.
heads handa and arms aa they became
When the newa reached the kaiser visible. A few made holes through
of the Prussian guarda' retreat from the loose earth, through which we
he Bald bitterly:
fired on each other. Then the French
"Is General von Hausen stll' aliveT got around the end and there was
A Samurai would have committed heavy firing.
We heard a few of the
suicide.''
enemy slipping down to the river edge
and the splaihlng of water. Then we
SHEEP LEAD BATTLE CHARGE scrambled over the bank and won.
Only 100 of our regiment now remain."
Then Coasacka Ride Over Animals'
Bodies to Overcome Wire
BULLETS FAIL TO KILL HIM
Entanglements.
British Army Officer Has Msn Close
London. A correspondent of the
Calls From Death In Battle
Dally Mail, who has been traveling in
Line.
the East Prussian field of opt rations,
deacribea a Cossack device to over
London. Lieut. A. C. Johnston,
come wire entanglements. He saya:
well known as Hants county's pre"This being a great grazing counmier cricketer, is beginning
believe
try, when troops of Coasacks are that ho bears a charmed life.to He
haa
charging batteries they drive immense been sent home wounded from the
flocks of iheep and cattle before them front, but he said he considers himright on to theTtagled mash of wire. self mighty lucky to be even alive.
They then charge their horses over He had many narrow escapea
from
the platform of flesh, sabering the gua- death.
nera in the very trenches behind.
The day before he was wounded the
"Thla plan, however, was soon nil nose of a shell hit a wall six inches
tated by the Germans, who were iuet over his head. Shortly after a bnl-le- t
as fearleaa and successful In carrying
bit the ground a half yard ahead
It out."
of him, glanced up and hit him on the
body, only bruising him. Then a bulLUNATICS LOOSED IN FRANCE let hit him over the heart, "but It
was spent," and he picked It out of
Unfortunates From Asylum In North- hla breast pocket and sent It home
to his wife as a souvenir. His final
ern Part of Country Are Near
escape came while he was sitting on
Starvation.
the steps of a house. Half the buildParle. The war correspondent of ing was blown up and he waa not
the Journal, Andre Tudesgue, In de- even touched.
scribing the paat week's hostilities in
northern France, aaya after taking FRANCE WILL TRAIN BOYS
Hailleul, the Germana turned loose
hundreds of lunatics from a big In- Physical and Military Instruction Orsane aaylum located there. The undered to Be Glvsn 300,000
fortunates
wandered Uirough the
Youths.
devastated country for days suffering
from cold and hunger. Some died
Bordeaux.
The French government,
from tbelr privations.
The French through the minister of public instrucsoldiers found a number of the luná- tion, has directed Huron IMerro de
tica hiding in ditches aud many are
president of the French Olymplo
still at large.
games committee, to organise the
phyalcal and military training of the
Make Rampart of Dead Men.
young men of France, and especially
Paria
In one of the hottest córner
nf those youths who would come norof the vast battlefield of the Marne mally Into the army in 1916.
the Germana were hard pressed by
These young men number between
the French, and driven from their 275.000 and 300,000.
trenches. To check the victorious advance of the French troopa they raised
Canada to Sand Mors Man.
a rampart of dead and wounded. Thle
Ottawa, Ont Canada will raise im
wall, six feet high, the Turcos had to mediately and aend to the front a aec-nscale before they dialodged the enemy
expeditionary force of 20,000 men,
with their bayonets In tills corner of v. nli a first
of 10 per
the fighting 7,000 German dead were cent, making 22.000 In all.
found.
Thla will bring the total of Cunada'a
force at the front up to more than
Start Risk Burerus.
60,000 men.
Washington.- - Wur risk murine Insurance buruaus, similar to that reRussian Girls Dig Trenchea.
cently prt in n . radon by the United
Petrograd. To the local peasantry,
States, have been eetsbltshed by the uinong them many girls, Is attributed
ui Itelglum,
Oenmurk.
Koveriinienls
in part the failure of the Oennan atFrance, Germany, Oreece, Ureat lint
tempts to cross the Vistula during
ain, Italy, Japan, Norway and Sweden, t'ia recent fighting. The girls aided
according to nut: 'line, incut made
tl
Russian soldiers by digging
by the department ot commerce.
U tuches.
-
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the press in saying flowery things about officials when in
reality their acts would not become a man on the scavenger wagon, who would be a shining example to pattern after.

The state expended over a half million dollars

on

its

highways during the past fiscal year. We know of one
section that received but little from that amount.

Those politicians

county are again stirring
up a batch of gunpowder to set off when the legislature
convenes.
The fuse is already sputtering.
in Union

Liquor is a potent factor when the treasury is broke,
it
a
is now proving with the additional tax placed on it.

There never was a better time than rignt now to
the resources of Cimarron tor the year of 1915.

-

per quart

per quart 70c

quart $1.25

70

li.no

per quart

''ese inks are a guaranteed product,
and is made for
Globe-Wernic-

;.

it flows freely, does not gum
high and dry ' Innate.
"It's All Write."

Office Furniture and Supplies

ke

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved

Sec-

tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Brushes, etc.,

Carbons and Type-

writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms

Cimarron Publishing Compañy
For Good, Up - to -date Standard
I Merchandise

In Boots, Shoes, Clothing,
Goods, Notions, Hats, millinery, Trunks,

Dry
Fur--

.

niture, Carpets, Glass China, Wooden ahd Tin- ware, Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.

J PRICES

AND

QUALITY

GUARANTEED

FMatkin Supply

Company

Mail Orders Promptly Attended To

s

Cou-bertl-

The libel law of New Mexico was designed to force

NO. 9 2

nd

lo-d-

Cimarron Transfer Co.
J.

W.

Swearingen,

Prop.

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and Ice
Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at Reasonable Rates.
Phone 56

HEALTH

MOVE

BY

BRITAIN

MATKIN

Three Consulting Physicians Assigned
to Duty With Expeditionary
Force In France.

SUPPLY COM7

London. The Rritlah Medical Journal stales that the war office has appointed Sir John Rose Bradford. Sir
A'llmot Herrlngham and Sir Almroth
Wright consulting physicians with the
British expeditionary force in France.
Field Marshal Karl Kitchener, the
Journal saya, also has decided to appoint a special army sanitary committee to advise the army council on all
questions pertaining to the health ot

Undertakers
Carry a iull line ol

COFFINS ami, CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
ClMAKRON,

N. M.

the troops.
Sir John 81oggett will be aent to
NOTICE.
France to
the work of the
army medical aervlce with that of St.
All trespaiuoiiK in the W. S. Failure in
John'a ambulance and the Red Cross, Colfax county, whether lor the purpose of
of which he will be chief commls-alone- r. hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cut
HAS

1,500.000

IN

RESERVE

Great Britain Has Monster Army
Training on the Home
.
,
Soil.

In

ling nre wood, or for any purpose whatsoever, without ieave, in stiiclly prohibited
and all trenrRuueri will be prosecuted to
i lie lull extent ol tbe law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
for W S Land A Cattle Co.

x

The Hrltlsh army on rolls
drilling In the United Kingdom
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications,
now amounts approximately to 1,600,-00u they oaonol reach
the diseased portion of the ear Ther la
men.
Of this total about eight only
on way to our dearn,
and that la
by constitutional remedie
Is
hundred thousand men belong to wh.n cauaed
Daafnaa
by an Inflamed condition of tb muis termed "Kitchener'
army'' rat i cous lining of tb Eustachian Tuba. When
la
you
tub
Inflamed
has a rumbling
who have responded to his two ca" i thla
uund ur Imperfect hearing, and when It Is
for (00.000 soldiers to eerve thr
entlrelyaloaed. Deafneae
the reault, and
unleeg
th Inflammation can b taken out
years or for the duration of the w
and this tuba restored to I ta normal condiAoout six nunarea tnousss-- bfrr; " tion, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
out of tan ara cauaed by Catarrh,
this territorials, while the remalml r iea
which la nothing but an Inflamad condition
the mucous aurfacea
are enrolled with the special reserves, of We
will give On Hundred Dollars for any
so called, or with th regular army, rase of Deafneaa (cauaed by catarrh I that
cannot am cured by Haifa Catarrh Cur.
and have seen service previously.
Send for circulars, fro.
F.
I
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J. CHENEY
CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
- Druggists,
Tie.

Take Hall's Family fills for oonalipailoa.

USEFUL CHRISTMi
Buy Sensible Presents
IWfTTnTHTTOTfTTV
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Our store is the place to buy good, sensible Christmas gifts. Don't throw your
money away by buying a lot of trivial things
that last ony a day. Spend your money
for useful gifts that will please those who
receive them; last a long time and wear
we 11. When you buy goods at our store
you have the satisfaction of knowing that
they are good goods and that the price is
no more than good goods are worth.

1847

LET USH0W

S
Roger Bros.

YOU OUR

HARD WARE.

j

Ideal Xmas
Gifts

j

'N

J,

Silverware

Scissors in Holiday Boxes

Set Knives and Forks 7.50
Set Table Spoons
3.75
Set Tea Spoons
1.7s
Spoons
Orange
2.50
Set
Set Soup Spoons
4.25
Set Bouilllon Spoons 3.75
Set Salad Forks
3.85

Carving Sets
Bird Sets
2.75
Manicure sets l.sO&up
Jewel Cases
25c to 75c

Set Oyster Forks

2.75

Berry Spoon
Cream Ladel
Sugar Shell
Child Set

1

65c to 1 .00
to 4.50
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USEFUL WE HAVC
THINGS LVLKT.MIMU
IN

.50

LA1L

SUPPLY CO
T. B. Day Was

Practical Gifts as Christmas
Presents
B
The American people must practice thrift more than
ever before. Many items in the Furniture line appeal to those who would spend their money wisely.

Rockers, Rugs, 'fables,
Dressers, Lamps, Beds
FOR HIS XMAS
gift, buy a Bradley sweater,
a real wool garment, something that will give satisfactory wear for two seasons or
more.

FOR HER BUY
a house

robe made of the

genuine Beacon blankets or a
pair of felt slippers made in

the Juliet style.

We have a complete stock of Xmas Ribbon, Holly
Boxes and Xmas Tags
Holiday Specials: Nevin candies, Fresh Nuts, Figs,
Dates, Oranges, Cranberries and Oysters

The Brooks Mercantile Co.
THE STORE OF TODAY AND TOMORROW"

Signally Honored

In Public School

bone ol his forearm.
Mr. Hurst
was just completing the boring of
a hole through a heavy timber
when the rotating drill caught the
sleeve of his work jacket and twisted into the flesh of bis arm. He
was sent to the La Junta hospital
for treatment.

Things are at a standstill in the
El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
Ft. Sumner land office on account
of the lack of a receiver, no ap en el Candado de Colfas con la mira d
silvestre o corpointment having yet been made yaca, poica, recoger frutacualesquieraotro
masera oca o para
til
to ñll the vacancy caused by the fin ain permuto, ae prohibe et rictamenl
death ol the former official. There c aquello que aai traapaaareoaerau
al llano de la lay.
are about 300 state collections to
be mate and over a hundred home- Por (Primado) WILLIAM FRENCl.
la l.'ompnaia da Reces da) W 8.
stead tiling appicationa and sixty
final proof applications awaiting,
action. In the meantime a "moraAVISO.
torium" exists in regard to the
office.
wages of the employes of the
proae-cutado-

treapaaar aobre

la

1

RHEUMATIC

propriedad

Pain leaves almost
aa if by magic when
yon begin using

the (amouaold
remedy for Rheumatism, Lumbago, Gout,
Sciatica, Neuralgia
and kindred trouble.
It goes right to the
spot, stops the ache
anil rutina and makaa
worth living Get

a

del

Hurst, a carpenter at the rancho da la Urraca, an al Condado de
shops in Raton, bad hii 1 jj
Fe
Santa
V&UM Q
m y m fin de
wrist and forearm badly mangled recoger fruta ailvestre o cortar lena oi otro
bv an electric drill. The muscles ho cualesquiara sin permiso ae prohibe
of his wrist were lorn loose and a aalrinamaote.
Y lodos aquellos quienes
of flesh torn from the traspasasen seras proeacutado al pleoo
large pn
(

Many Cimarron peopletake th eir livea in
their hands by neglecting the kidneys whan
they know these organs need help. Weak
kidneys are responsible for a vast amount
of suffering and ill health, but there ia no
need to suffer nor to remain in danger. Use
Doan's Kidney Pills a remedy that has
helped thousands of kidney sufferers.
The following statement leaves, no ground
or doubt.
John W. croaa, 144 N. Third St., Raton
N. Méx., says: "My back was so weak that
I could hardly atraighten up and it waa bard
My kidneys,
for me to put on my shoes.
were out of order, I finally began uaing
Doan's Kidney Pills and thay soon put a
consider Doan's
stop to the trouble.
Kidney Pillsa good medicine and cheerfully
recommend them."
Price 50c. at all dealers. Don't simply
ask for a kiduey remaby get Doan's
Kidney Pills the same that Mr.' Crouaa
hoflalo.NY- had

SUFFERERS
GIVEN QUIOK RELIEF

AVISO

El

i

Health li Worth Saving. and Soase Cimanon
People Know How to Sv It.

court duties.

A. U

I
i

Keep The Kidneys Well

Tuberculosis day was signally
honored in the Cimarron public
school, Tuesday and it will long
District Court
be remembered as one oi the most
important days in the school year.
Comes To An
Theessavs that were written bv the
pupils will be graded in Santa Fe
by the Tuberculosis Society and
Abrupt End
each grnde will be awarded either
gold, silver or bronze medals according to text oí the essavs. It
It is persistentiy rumored that
will be some time before the prizes
grand jury of the Colfax counthe
can be awarded owing to the large
ty
court was dismissed on
district
number of manuscripts that must
by
Judge Leib. it being
Tuesday
be graded.
stated that the court htld the jury
to br illegal on the grounds that it
was drawn without the approval of
Land Office In
the court. It is also stated that
the grand jury will be called upon
Moratorium; No
to be id session the first Monday
in January to resume its belated

One To Pay Clerks

,

Fountain Pens
3.5O
EverReady Elash Lights
1.00 to 2.50
$1 to $s
Safety Razors
2. so to a. 00
Percolators
7 Piece Cake Sets
I. so
13 Pece Coffee Sets 2. so
7 Piece Fruit Sets
i.so

LVERYBODY

90c
75c
1.75

I

0

mhl.

of
A

V.

booklet with

K,.,I. mim full

direction

for use.
Don't delay. Demand
"
Don't
"5 Drops
rajO-J-H
ceP "ything else in
a
pUceofit Any drug
gist can supply you. If you live too far
from a drug More send One Dollar to
Swanaon Rheumatic Cure Co., Newark,
will be
Ohio, and k bottle of
eat prepaid.
H

cítenlo de la ley.
Geo. H. Wabatar. Jr.

OIMARRON NXWft.

WE MUST OPEN UP
GATES OF TRADE
AH

Important Problem Which
Now Confronts Congress,
Says President.

SHIPS

OUR

GREATEST

NEED

America Feare No Nation and la Am-plAble to Defend Itself Great
Taak Ahead in Helping to
Root o re Peace Economy
fa Strongly Urged.

Washington, Dec. 8. President
today delivered hie annual address
ta congress. Problems brought out by
the great conflict In Europe engaged
the greater part of hia attention. The
WI1-eo-

n

meeeage follows:
Gentlemen of the Congreaa:
The session upon which you are now
entering will be the cloeing sees Ion of
congress, a congreaa, I
the Sixty-thirventure to say, which will long be remembered for the great body of
thoughtful and constructive work
which It haa done, in loyal response
tot the thought and ueeds of the coun-t- r
I ahould like in this address to re
view the notable record and try to

make adequate assessment of it; but
no doubt we stand too near the work
that haa been done and are ourselves
tajo mtch part of it to play the part of
historians toward it Moreover, our
thoughts are now more of the future
than of the past.
While we have worked at our tasks
oí peace the circumstances of the
whole
been altered by war.
What we have done for our own laad
and our own people we did with the
beat that waa In us, whether of character or of Intelligence, with sober
enthusiasm and a confidence in the
principles upon which we were acting
which sustained us at every "tep of
the difficult undertaking; but it is
done. It has passed from our hands.
It is now an established part of the
legislation of the country. Its usefulness, Its effects, will disclose
in experience. What chiefly
strikes ua now, as we look about us
during these closing days of a year
which will be forever memorable in
tjie history of the wprld, ia that we
face new taaks, have been facing them
these aix months, most tace them in
the montha to come face them without partisan feeling, like men who
have forgotten everything but a common duty and the fact that we are
representatives of a great people
whose thought Is not of us bnt of what
America owes to herself and to all
mankind in such circumstances as
these upon which we look amased and
anxious.
Europe Will Need Our Help.
War haa Interrupted the means of
trade not only but also the processes
of production. In Europe It ta destroying men and reaources wholesale and
upon a scale unprecedented and appalling.
There la reason to fear that
the time is near, If it be not already
at hand, when several of the countries of Europe will find It difficult to
do for their people whst they have
.liberto been, Urays easily able to do,
many
essential and fundamental
things. At any rate they will need our
help and our manifold aervtcea aa they
have never needed them before; and
we should be ready, more fit and
ready than we have ever been.
It ia of equal consequence that the
nations whom Kurope has usually supplied with Innumerable articles of
manufacture and commerce of which
they are In constant need and without
which their economic development
halts and stands still can now get only
a small part of what they formerly Imported and eagerly look to us to supply
their all but empty marketa. This is
particularly true of our own neighbors,
the states, great and small, of Central
and South America. Their lines of
trade have hitherto run chiefly athwart
the seas, not to our porta, but to the
porta of Ureal Hritaln and of the older
continent of Kurope I do not stop to
Inquire why, or to make any comment
on probable causes. What Interests us
Just now Is not the explanation, but
the fact, and our duty and opportunity
to the presence of it. Here ara marketa which we must supply, and we
must And the means of action. The
United fttates. this great people for
whom we speak and aot, should be
ready, aa never before, to serve Itself
and to serve mankind: ready with Its
resources, Ita energies, ita forces of
production, and Ms means of distribuage-hav-

them-aelve-

a

tion
We Need Ships.
It la a very practical matter, a matter of ways and means. We have the
resources, but are we fully ready to
qae tbem? And if we can make ready
what we have, have we the means at
hand to distribute It' We are not fully
ready; neither have we the means of
distribution We are willing, but we
ae not fully able We have the wish
to serve and to aerve greatly, generously: but we are not prepared as we
should be We are not ready to mobilize our resources at once. Wo are
not prepared to use tbem Immediately
and at their beet, without delay and
without waate.
To apeak plainly we have grossly
erred In the way In which we have
the development
etunted and hunt,
of our merchant marine. And now.
when we need ships, we have net got
tbem We have year after year debited, without nd or conclusion, the
hast policy to puisje with regard to
r.--

the nee of the oren and forests and
water powvr of our national domain
In the rich states of the Wont, when
wo ahould have acted; and they are
still locked up.
The key la still
turned upon them, the door nhut faat
at which thousands of vigorous men,
full of Initiative, knock clamorously
for admittance. The water power of
our navigable streams outside the national domain also, aven In the eastern states, where we have worked and
planned for generations, is still not
used aa It might be. because we will
and we won't; because the laws we
have made do not intelligently balance
encouragement againat restraint W
withhold b, regulation.
I have come to ask you to remedy
and correct these mistaken and omissions, even at this short session of a
congress which would certainly seem
to have done all the work that could
reasonably be expected of it. The time
and the circumstances are extraor
dinary, and so must our efforts be
also.
Use and Conaervation.
two great measures,
finely conceived, the one to unlock,
with proper safeguards, the resourcea
of the national domain, the other to
encourage the uan of the navigable

Fortunately,

waters outside that domain for the
generation of power, have already
passed the house of representatives
and are ready for immediate consideration and action by the senate. With
the deepest earnestness I urge their
prompt passage.
In them both
we turn our backs upon hesitation and makeshift and formulate
a genuine policy of use and conIn
sense
servation.
the
best
of those words.
We owe the one
measure not only to the people of that
great weatern country for whose free
and systematic development, aa It
seems to me, our legislation has done
so little, but also to the people of the
nation as a whole: and we as clearly owe the other In fulfillment of our
repeated promises that the water power of the country should In fact as
well as In name be put at the disposal
of great Industries which can make
economical and profitable use of it,
the rights of the public being adequately guarded the while, and monopoly In the use prevented. To have
begun Such measures and not completed them would indeed mar the
record of this great congress very
seriously. I hope and confidently believe that they will be completed.
And there Is another great piece of
legislation which awaits and should
receive the sanction of the senate:
I mean the bill which gives a larger
to the peomeasure of
ple of the Philippines. How better,
in this time of anxious questioning
and perplexing policy, could we show
our confidence in the principles of
liberty, as the source as well as the
expression of life, how better could wo
demonstrate our own
and steadfastness in the courses of
Justice and disinterestedness than by
thus going calmly forward to fulfill
our promises to a dependent people,
who will now look more anxlous'y
than ever to see whether we have indeed the liberality, the unselflshnesa,
the courage, the faith we have boastI cannot believe
ed and professed.
that the senate will let this great
measure of constructive justice await
the action of another congress. Ua
passage would nobly crown the record
of these two years of memorable labor.
An Important Duty.
But I think that you will agree
with me that this does not complete
the toll of our duty. How are we to
carry our goods to the empty markets
of which I have spoken it we ha-- e

not the certain and constant means
of transportation upon which all profitable and useful commerce depends?
And how are we to get the ships if
we wait for the trade to develop without them? To correct the many mistakes by which we have discouraged
and all but destroyed the merchant
marine of the country, to retrace the
steps by which we have, It seems almost deliberately, withdrawn our flag
from the seas, except where here aud
there, a ship of war Is bidden carry
It. or some wandering yacht displays
It, would take a long time and, In
volves many detailed items of legislation, and the trade which we ought
immediately to handle would disappear or And other channels while we
debated the Items.
The case is not unlike that which
confronted us when our own continent waa to be opened up, to settlement and industry, and we needed
long linea of railway, extended means
of transportation prepared beforehand.
If development waa not to lag intolerably and wait Interminably. We lavishly subsidised the building of trans
continental railroad. We look back
upon that with regret now, because
the subsidies led to many srandala
of which we are aihamed; bul we
know that the railroads had to fan
built, and if we had It to do over again
we should of course build them, but
in another way Therefore I propose
another way of providing the means
of transportation which must precede.
not tardily follow, the development
of our trade with our neighbor stataa
It may sem a reversal
of America.
of the natural order of things, but It
la true, that the routes of trade must
be actually opened by many ships
and regular sailings and moderate
charges before streams of merchan
disc will flow freely and profitably
through them.
Must Open Gates of Trade.
Hence the pending shipping bill,
discussed at the last snaalou, but aa
yet passed by neither houae. In my
Judgment such legislation U impura
lively needed and ran not wisely be
The government mus
postponed
open these gates of trade, afcd open
them wide, open them before it Is

moflíanla to open them, or
altogether reasonable to ask private
capital to open them at a venture
It la not a question of the government
monopolising the Meld. It should take
action to make It certain that trans
portatlon at reasonable rates will be
promptly provided, even where the
carriage la not at first profitable; and
then, when the carriage has become
sufficiently profitable to attract and
engage private capital, and engage It
In abundance, the government ought
to withdraw. I very earnestly hope
that the congress will be of this opinion, and that both houses will adopt
this exceedingly Important bill
The great subject of rural credits
atlll remains to be dealt with, and
It Is a matter of deep regret that the
difficulties of the subject have seemed
to render It Impossible to complete
a bill for passage at tbls session. Rut
It can not be perfected yet, and therefore there are no other constructive
measures the necessity for which I
will at this time call your attention
to; but I would be negligent of a
very manifest duty were I not to call
the attention of the senate to the fact
that the proposed convention for safety at sea awaits its confirmation and
that the limit fixed In the convention
Itself for Ita acceptance is the last
day of the present month. The con
ference In wh'.ch this convention originated waa called by the United
states; the representatives of the
United States played a very influen
tial part indeed in framing the provi
sions of the proposed convention; and
those provisions are In themselves
for the most part admirable. It would
hardly be consistent with the part
we have played In the whole matter
to let It drop and go by the board
as if forgotten and neglected. It was
ratified In May last by the German
government and in August by tha
parliament of Great Britain. It marks
a most hopeful and decided advance
In
International civilization.
We
should show our earnest good faith
in a great matter by adding our own
cceptanceaof It.
Charting of Our Coasts.
Theie is another matter of which
I must make special mention, if I am
to discharge my conscience, lest It
should escape your attention. It may
seem a very small thing.
It affects
only a single item of appropriation.
But

many

human

Uves and

many

great enterprises hang upon It.
It la the matter of making adequate
provision for the survey and charting
of our coasts.
It is immediately pressing and exi
gent In connection with tho Immense
coast line of Alaska. A coast line
greater than that of the United States
themselves, though it Is also very
important indeed with regard to the
We
older coasts of the continent.
cannot use our great Alaskan domain,
ships will not ply thither. If those
coasts and their many hidden dangers
are not thoroughly surveyed and
1
charted.
The work Is incomplete at almost
every point. Ships and Uves have
been lost In threading what were supposed to be
main channels. We have not provided adequate
vessels or adequate machinery for the
survey and charting. We have used
old vessels that were not big enough
or strong enough and which were so
well-know-

nearly unseaworthy that our Inspectors would not have allowed private
owners to send them to sea. This Is
a matter which, as I have said, seems
small, but Is in reality very great. Us
Importance has only to be looked into
to be appreciated.
Economy Is Urged.
Before I close, may I say a
upon two topics, much
out of doors, upon which It Is
highly Important that our judgments
should be clear, definite and steadfast.
One of these Is economy In government expenditures. The duty of economy Is not debatable. It is manifest
and Imperative. In the appropriations
we pass we are spending the money
of the great people whose servants
we sre not our own. We are trusd

tees and responsible stewards In the
spending.
The only thing debatable
and upon which we ahould be careful
to make our thought and purpose
clear Is the kind of economy demanded of us. I assert with the greatest
confidence that the people of the
United States are not Jealous of the
amount their government costs If
tin' y are sure that they get what they
need and desire for the outlay, that
the money la being spent for objects
of which they approve, and that It la
being applied with good business
sense and management.
Governments grow, piecemeal, both
in- their taska and in the means by
which those tasks are to be per-- ,
formed, and very few governmenta are
organized. I venture to say. as wise
and experienced business men would
organize them If they had a clean
sheet of paper to write upon. Certainly the government of the United
Statea Is not. I think that It Is generally agreed that there should he
a aystematlc reorganization and reassembling of Its parts so aa to secure
greater efficiency and effect considerable savings In expensa. But the
amount of money saved in that way
would. I believe, though no doubt
considerable In Itaelf, running. It may
be. Into th. millions, be relatively
small small, mean, In proportion to
the total necessary outlaya of the
governmeut It would be thoroughly
worth effecting, aa every aavlng would,
great or small.
Our duty Is not altered by the scale
of the savings. Hut my point Is that
the people of the l ulled Statea do
not wish to curtail the activities of
this government; they wish, rather.
to enlarge them; and with every en
iargement, with the mere growth, In
dead, of the oountry itself, there must
-

of course, tha Inevitable tarrease of expensa.
Tha sort of economy wa onght to
practice may bo effected, and ought ta
be effected, by a careful atudy and
assessment of the tasks to be performed; and the money spent ought
to be made to yield the beat possible
returns in efficiency and achievement.
And, like good stewards, we ahould
so account for every dollar of our appropriations aa to make it perfectly
evident what it was spent for and in
what way it waa spent
It la not expenditure but extravagance that we should fear being criticised for; not paying for tha legitimate enterprises and nndertaklngn of
a great government whose people
command what It should do, but adding what will benefit only a few or
pouring money out for what need not
have been undertaken at all or might
have been postponed or better and
more economically conceived and carried out. The nation Is not niggardly ;
It is very generous. It will chide us
only If we forget for whom we pay
money out aud whose money It la we
coma,

pay.

These are large and general standards, bnt they are not very difficult of
application to particular caaea.
The National Defenae.

The other topic I shall take leave to
mention goes deeper Into the principles of our national life and policy.
It is the subject of national defense.
It cannot be dlscuesed without first
answering some very searching ques-

the training may be asada familiar
with tha use of modern arma, tha rudiments of drill and maneuver, and tha
maintenance and sanitation of campa
We should encourage such training
and make it a means of disciplina
which our young men will learn to
value. It la right that wa ahould provide it not only, but that we ahould
make It as attractive aa possible, and
so induce our young men to undergo
it at snch time as they can command

a little freedom and can seek tha
physical development they need, for
mere health's sake, if for nothing
mora Every means y which such
things can be stimulated Is legitimate,
and such a method smacks of true
American Ideas. It la a right too,
that tha National Guard of tha states
should be developed and strengthened
by every means which Is not Inconsistent with our ot ligations to our
own people or with the established
policy of onr government. And this,
also, not because the tima or occasion
specially calls for such measures, but
because It should be our constant policy to make these provisions for our
national peace and safety.
More than this carries with it a reversal of the whole history and character of our polity. More than this,
proposed at this time, permit ma to
say, would mean merely

that

we had

LATE
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Cattle.
Baef steers, corn fed. good
to choice
ri.J5ii7.75
Baef steers, corn fad, fair
to good
.7f7.
Baef steers, graaaera, good
m3
to choice
7.0007.63
Baef steers, graasera, fair
to good
6.5007.00
Heifers, prime, corn fed . . 6.6007.00
Cows and helfera, corn fed,
good to choice
6.2506.75.
Cows and heifers, corn fed
fair to good
5.7506.2S
Cows and heifers, graaaera.
good to choice
,75if.F0
Cowa and heifers, graaaera,
5.0005.75.
fair to good
Cows and heifers, graaaera,
3.7504.75common to fair
Feeding cows
4.1505.2!
T.IMH. 9.0
Veal calves
Bulls
k... 4.50'a.6
Btags
$.000 6.6
Feeders and stockers. good
to choice
6.650 7.40
Feeders and blocker, fair
to good
6.000 6.85
Feedera and Blockers, common to fair
80006.0

lost our
that we had
been thrown off our balance by a war
with which we have nothing to do,
whose causes cannot touch us, whose
very existence affords us opportunHogs.
ities of friendship and disinterested Good hogs
tions.
8.8507.00
which
should
make ua
It la said In some quarters that we service
are not prepared for war. What Is ashamed of any thought of hostility
Sheep.
meant by being prepared? Is it meant or fearful preparation for trouble.
$7.8608.45
Is
assuredly
opportunity
This
the
for
that we are not ready upon brief noBwes
4.56
...
people
which
government
a
a
like
and
Yearlinga
tice to put a nation in the field, a na5.7508.50
up,
opportunity
were
ours
raised
the
Of
tion of men trained to arms?
Wethers
5.25rfi.0O
course we are not ready to do that; not only to speak but actually Jo em- Feeder lambs, f.p.r. .....6.5047.25
3.50 0 4.30
and wa shall' never be In time of body and exemplify the counlels of Feeder ewes, f.p.r.
4.60 0 5.25
peace so long as we retain our pres- peace and amity and the lasting con- Breeding ewes
ent political principles, and Institu- cord which Is based on Justice and fair
Hay.
tions. And what Is it that it is sug- and generous dealing.
Ships Our Natural Bulwarks.
IF. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
gested we should be prepared to do?
A powerful
navy we have always Colorado upland, per ton.. 10 0)11.6O
To defend ourselves against attack?
Nebraska upland, per ton 9 .00010.00
We have always found means to do regarded as our proper and natural Second
bottom, Colorado
alwaya
means
of
It
defense;
and
has
that, and shall find them whenever it
and Nebraska, per ton S .500 9.50
thought,
been
we
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defense
have
that
peois necessary without calling our
Timothy, per ton
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ple away from their necessary tasks never of aggression or of conquest Alfalfa, per ton
7 .000 8.0O
now
who
But
sort
shall
us
what
tell
So. Park, choice, per ton.
to render compulsory military service
.50012.60
?
navy
to
build
of
We
shall take leave San Luis Valley, per ton.
.00010.00
In times of peaca
upon
to be strong
the ,seas, in the Gunnison Valley, per ton
11.50
Allow me to speak with great plainness and directness upon this great future as In the past; and there will Straw, per ton
matter and to avow my convictions be no thought of offense or of provoGrain.
with deep earnestness. I have tried cation In that. Our ships are our
Wheat, choice milling, 100 lba. . 1.47
to know what America is, what her natural bulwarks. When will the ex1.35
people think, what they are, what perts tell us Just what kind we should Rye, Colorado, bulk, 100 lbs
1.56
they most cherish, and hold deer, I construct and when will tbey be Idaho Oats, sacked
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hope that aome of their finer passions right for ten years together, if tha Nebraska
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are In my own heart, some of the relative efficiency of craft of differ- Corn, in aack
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kinds
continues
great conceptions and dealres which
1.06
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eyes
in
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last
under
which have made the voice of this
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people a voice of peace and hope and few months?
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I
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subject.
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from the
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new
no
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new.
need
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not
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world, and that, speaking
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sue at all seasons, without haste and
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Commission.
of any other nation we are incapable
ing friendship of states, and the un11
Hens, fancy
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of. We are not jealous of rivalry in
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whom
with
hampered
freedom
of
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all
small
any
of
commerce
other
of
or
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Broilers
we
there be no misconcep015
peaceful achievement. We mean to tion.deal. Let
11 013
Springs
The country has been misinlive our lives aa we will; but we mean
6
Roosters
0 7
formed. We have not been negligent
also to let Uve. We are, Indeed, a
We are not un- Turkeys, 10 lb, or over ....14 016
defense.
of
national
true friend to all the nations of the mindful of the great responsibility Ducks
10 011
10 011
Geese
world, because we threaten none.
ua.
upon
We
resting
shall learn and
covet the possessions of none, desire profit by
experthe lesson of every
Egts.
tha overthrow of none. Our friend- ience and every new circumstance;
graded No.
net, F.
ship can be accepted and is accepted
and what Is needed vlll be adequately
3
O. B. Denver
without reservation, because it is of- done.
Eggs, graded No. 2 net, Y.
fered in a spirit and for a purpose
22.
O. B. Denver
Great Duties of Peace.
which no one need ever question or
I began,
I close,
by reminding Eggs, case count, leas comas
suspect.
Therein lies our greatness. you of the great
mission
talks and duties of
We are the champions of peace and peace which challenge
our best powers
And wa should be very
of concord.
Butter.
Invite us to build what will last
jealoua of this distinction which we and
32
Elgia
the tasks to which we can address Creameries,
ex. Colo., lb....
have sought to earn. Just now we
33034
now
and at all tlmea the Creumertea, ex. East, lb.... 33034
should be particularly jealoua of it, ourselves
zest and with all the fin
2
Creameries, 2d grade, lb...
because it is our dearest present hopo
est gifts of constructive wisdom we
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that this character and reputation possess. To develop our life and our Process
22
Packing stock
may preseutly, In God's providence,
resources: to supply our own people,
bring us an opportunity to counsel
and the people of the world aa their
Fruit.
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world
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and obtain
need arises, from the)
plenty Apples, Colo., new, box
7501. HO
reconciliation and a healing settle- of our fields and our abundant
marts of trade; Pear. Colo
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ment of many a matter that haa cooled to enrich the commerce
of our own
and interrupted the friendship of
states
of the world with the prod
Vegetables.
nations. This Is the time above all ucía ofand
our mines, our farms, and our Celery, dozen, Colorado
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others when we should wish and re factories, with the creations
of our Cabbage, Colo., cwt
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session, our Influence by preserving thought and the fruits
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ter this is what will hold our atten- Potatoes, t olo
our ancient principles of action.
tion and our enthusiasm steadily, now
Defense,
Ready for
and In the years to come, as we strive
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
r'rom the first we have had a clear to show in our life as a nation what
and settled policy with regard to liberty and the inspirations of an
Lead and Spelter.
We never emancipated spirit may do for men
military establishments.
New York. bead $3.75 03.8'.. Un-do- n,
Lon19. Spelter $6.4005.50.
have had, and while wa retain our and for societies, for Individuals, for
26 5s.
Copper Electrolytic,
don,
present principles and Ideals we never states, and for mankind.
i:
lW912c; casting,
shall have, a large standing army.
Spelter -$St. Louis- .- Lead $3.70.
If aaked, are you ready to defend
Skunks Yield $300,000 a Year.
5.17 H.
yourselves? We reply, most assuredThe skunk brings annually to the
ly, to the utmost: and y at we shall trappers of the United State about
Silver In London.
not turn America into a military three million dollars
It stands secLondon- .- Bar 8llver 23
young
camp
We will not ask our
ond in Importance only to the musk-ra- t
men to spend the best years of their
among our
anímala.
lives making soldiers of themselves.
Butter and Eggs.
Tha value of a skunk In the raw
There is another sort of energy in us. for market averaged from about twenty-fCreamery.
Kansas City. Butter
It will know how to declare Itself and ive
cents to $3.50 in December, 32c; firsts, 2 (it; packing, 20 He.
Egga Firsts, 31c; seconds, 24c.
make Itself effective should occasion 1913. and usually runa higher.
Poultry Hen. 10c; roouter, 10;
arise. And especially when half tha
In 1911 2.000,000 skins were exportturkeys, 13 He.
world la on fire we shall be careful ed to London alone.
Although this
to make our moral Insurance against fur ia not very popular in America,
the apread of the conflagration very Europeans favor It, because It wears Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
definite and certain and adequate inwall and haa a luster which makes It
Chicago
Wheat No. 2, red, $1.141
deed.
rival the Russian sable in appearance. 01.16; No. 2 hard. $1.1501.164.
"Let us remind ourselves, therefore,
Corn No. 2 yellow, new, 634 9
of the only thing we can do or will
The Mexican States.
64H; No. 3 yellow, new 6l4062ic.
do. We must depend In every time
Mexico consista of 32 statea and terOats No. .3 'white, 47H 048H4r;
of national peril,' in tha future as In
ritories and Is poUtlcally a federated standard. 48H049C.
the past, not upon a standing army, republic, Ita constitution being patuve No. 3, 11.OAH01.1O.
nor yet upon a reserve army, but upon terned after that of the United Statea
Barley 59076c.
a citizenry trained and accuetomed of America. The population of tha
Timothy $3.7506.60.
to arms. It will be right enough, right country in 1900 was 18,697,000.
On
Clover- - $12.00014.50.
American policy, based upon our acaccount of the strenuous Ufa of Mexico
Pork $10.50.
customed principles and practices, to for several year past It 1 likely that
Lard $9.(10.
provide a system by which every Ita present population la not much la
Riba $9.120$ SJ.
citizen
who
will
volunteer
for excaaa of that of 14 years ago.
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CIMARRON NEWS
FOREIGN.

LATEST NEWS

h
A dispatch to the Bxchango
Company from Lisbon says thai
t
all the members of the Portuguesa
resigned In a body.
Juan Isidro Jlmlnes, who was proclaimed presldsnt of tbe Dominican
republic by the na. tonal congress, took
s
the oath of office. Quiet
Tola-grap-

EPITOMIZED
FROM

TILEQRAPMIO
THAT COVER THC

REPORTS

pre-rail-

throughout the country.
The Booth Steamship Company's
liner Antony, bound from Liverpool for
Para, was disabled by the storm
sweeping over Bnjtland and was In
distress fifty miles north of the IAsard.
Snipers In the trenches of the Mexican combátante across the Une from
Naco, Aris., fired into American territory, killing a Mexican civilian and
wounding a United States soldier.
Grand Duke Michael of Russia has
presented to the French srmy 1,000,-00pairs of shoes which bad been ordered from Webster, Mass., factaxjns
a an average price of $3 per pair.
The American ambassador, Walter
Mines Page, presented, on behalf of
the American Boy Scouts, gold badges
English boy scouts, who
to twenty-fiv- e
assisted the American relief committee during the rush following the
declaration of war.
An order issued by the admiralty la
London that the whole fishing fleet In
Scotland, cease op
the
erations, has been received with con
sternation by a thousand fishermen
who face ruin. The Firth probably
wll be closed to fishing until the end
of the war.
The attitude of the United States la
commented upon by Count Ernest von
Reventlow, the naval critic, in an article In the 8ages Zeltung at Berlin, In
which he says that England and
France are obtaining from America
materials of war, while Germany is
not enjoying a similar assistance.
Eulalle Gutierrez, the provisional
president of Mexico, sustained by the
Aguas Callentes conference, together
with Generals Villa and Zapata, his
armed supporters, formally occupied
the capital section of Mexico City Sun
day, according to a report given out
officially by Villa agents at El Paso,

VINT.

OF MOST INTEREST
KEEPING THE HEADER POSTED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPIC.

Wtem

Nrwipiptr linlon New Service.
WESTERN.

0

What It believed to be th tint human cue of foot and moutb disease
in the present epidemic among cattle
was reported from Jollet, 111.
Mlaa Jessie Cope, complainant In the
white Blare indictment against Col.
Charlea Alexander, a millionaire of
lrovldence, R. I
arrested in Chicago on a charge of attempted bribery.
Mrs. Ernestine Dreyfus of Kansas
City was elected executive aecretary
of the National Council of Jewish
Women at the concluding session at
Mew Orleans,
La., of the organisa-

u

Flrth-of-Fort-

tion's

convention.
The quarantine placed on the stock-yard- a
at Wichita, Kan., three weeks
ago, when the foot and mouth disease
was believed to have been found, waa
lifted by an order from the Department of Agriculture.
The organization of farm diversification and marketing associations la
moving along nicely at Victoria, Tex.
Thirty-nin- e
of these association are
to bo formed in as many rural school
districts in tbe county.
The Yankee sleigh has become a
necessity In the European war, it became known in Chicago. Orders have
been placed with a South Bend, Ind.,
firm by the British and French governments for 3,000 sleighs, to be used
principally for the transportation of

Tex.

supplies.

8PORT.

One House in the Legislature, instead of its bicameral formation, may

distinguish
California's lawmaking
body after the coming season, when
a constitutional amendment affecting
the proposed consolidation, and strongly backed, will be introduced. Its
practical effect would be to abolish
the lower House.
0
At Lockhart, Tex., a verdict for
was awarded Miss Sadie Wilson, a
former telephone operator. In the District Court, against the Southwestern
Telegraph and Telephone Company,
for alleged slanderous remarks of the
manager, C. M. Do'd. Miss Wilson
boarded at Dold's home while employed as an operator.
State Attorney Hoyne's crusade
againBt
alleged
police
corruption
reached a climax in Chicago when
John J. Halpin, a captain of police and
until recently head of the detective
bureau; Lieut. John H. Tobin, a veteran of the department, and Walter
O'Brien, a former detective with the
rank of sergeant, were indicted on
charges of bribery and operating confidence games.
$26,-00-

fully

sums of money were unlawdrawn out of the treasury of

Indiana during the 1913 legislature, according to the report made at Indianapolis by the Mariou county grand
Jury, which Indicted Lieut. Gov. William P. O'Neill, Homer U Cook, secre-

tary of state, and eleven others connected with the legislature In 1918, for
the alleged signing or presentation of
false claims which were paid out of
the legislature funds.
WASHINGTON.
The war session of Congress convened Monday.
R. Clipston Sturgis. Boston, was
elected president of the American Institute of Architects at its convention
la Washington.
An appeal to university, college and
school pupils for assistance in alleviating suffering and distress in Europe
was issued by the American Red Cross

Society.
A casualty list of American mines
and quarries, Issued by the bureau of
mines, showed 3,651 men killed last
year and estimated the injured at not
less than 100,000.
A great tuberculosis hospital for ail
branches of tbe governmental service
may be established at Las Animas,
Colo. The annual report of W. C.
Braisted, surgeon general of the navy,
says 367 patients were treated at Las
Animas naval hospital In 1913.
Exports of American zinc during the
last three months broke all previous
records, totallug 66.&04.&74 pounds and
valued at $.443,381. the bulk of which
went to Europe. These figures, which
were announced by the Department of
compare with 1,346.877
Commerce,
pounds, valued at 380,756 lu tbe like
period of 1913.
Komulo S. Naon,

for three years
minister to the United States from
Argentina, presented bis credentials
to President Wilson as the first
from his country.
Phelps, Republican candiHorace
date for representative from the First
Colorado district, spent (236.50 during
his campaign, according to his report
to tbe lerk of the House.
Guatemala has contracted for the
erection of a pavilion at the Panama-Pacifiexposition.
The news was
rommunicated to the Stabs DepartGuatemala City.
ment officially

c

im

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

onV-Ine-

WIIK'I

Henry Berry of Los Angeles said he
had arranged to buy tbe franchise of
tbe San Francisco baseball club of the
Pacific Coast league.
Charles A. Bender, Indian pitcher of
the Philadelphia Athletics, signed a
Federal league contract and will play
with either Brooklyn or Baltimore.
Nearly one and a half million automobiles have been sold In the United
States since 1902, when the business
may be said really to have begun.
The third white deer ever killed in
Wisconsin was shot near Ladysmlth
during the season Just closed. One
was ehot In 1906 and another In 1894.
Thirty-fivdeaths and 918 injuries
were caused by baseball during 1914,
according to records made public by
J. R. Vlckery of Chicago, who has
made a study of tbe effect of the national pastime on the life and health
e

of young America.
GENERAL.

There were 1,439,969 votes cast for
governor at the last election, the state
board of canvassers announced officially at Albany, N. T.
Tbe shift of Northampton from liwas tbe only
cense to
change on the liquor license question
recorded in tbe elections, which took
place In eight Massachusetts cities.
James P. Callaway, a prominent
young business man and club man,
was shot and instantly killed at Atlanta, Qa., by W. B. Carhart, president
of a shoe manufacturing company.
The longer I live the more I look
upon this earth as heaven and the less
desire 1 have to change it for any
other." This was tbe birthday maxim
uttered by Andrew Carnegie, seventy-nin- e
years old.
Robert H. Jones, a lawyer, said to
be the son of a wealthy real estate
owner of Salido, Tex., was found dead
in a hotel in New York. A bullet bad
passed through his heart and the police said it was a case of suicide.
Katherlne demons Gould began suit
in the New York Supreme Court
against lxuls J. and Pierre Camilla
Cartler, Parisian Jewelers, to recover
1200,000 which she alleges to be the
value of a dozen articles of Jewelry
left with tbe Cartlers In 1906 to be
reset.
Together with the use of Intoxicating liquor, poorly lighted parks and
lack of public amusement and recreation facilities, the automobile was
held as one of the greatest contributory causes of commercialised vice in
a report filed at Madison, Wis., with
tbe secretary of state by the legislacommittee. The report
tive anti-vicwas tbe work of fifteen months' Investigation, and proposes radical
changes in law enforcement and social conditions.
Col. Charles Alexander, 62, millionaire manufacturer of Providence, R. L,
was arrested in Chicago by operatives
of tbe Department of Justice, following his Indictment on charges of violating the Mann whits slave act The
woman Involved IS Miss Jessie B. Cope,
a beautiful woman, formerly p .mil
nent In society In Los Angeles.
F. M. Abrama refused to answer a
summons to testify in a land office
healing because of the danger of being struck by bullets fired by snipers
in the trenches of the Mexican combatants across the line at Naoo, Arts.
e
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Cowmen Have No Fear of Future This
Season, As Range Is Covered With
Fall Grass and Prices Are High.

cat

tle In November.
New Mexlco' apple crop Is estlmat--

at

CATTLE

NUMBER IN CURRY COUNTY
CREASES 90 PER CENT.

PEOPLE

Carlsbad shipped

25,000

d

barrels.
carloads of lambs

were
Klghteen
Hhípped to Colorado from Willard.
A shipment of 100,000 pounds of
beans was recently made from Nolan.
Ovet 200 attended the Silver City
Chumber of Commerce annual boosters' banquet.
Sash Ramey purchased 4.000 bush
els of Curry county wheat, which he
shipped to Galveston.
San Miguel was the first county to
make a remittance to the state treasurer from November taxes.
A farmer near Hagerman shipped
1,000 turkeys to Chicago.
The firm
handling the birds asked for more.
At the recent "wet" and "dry" elec
tion In the Des Moines district local
option carried by 165 for and 89
against.
Rlfty-fou- r
cars of broom corn were
shipped from Melrose last season
This year the output will reach eighty
five cars.
Melrose has a remarkable crop of
ma. 7i', one hundred cars being engaged for the shipment of a portion
of the crop.
Th annual meeting of the South
western New Mexico CatUe Growers'
Association will be held at Demlng
April 2 and 3.
Governor McDonald appointed Horace Moses of Hurley, Grand county, a
delegate to the American Mining Con
gress, held in Phoenix, Ariz.
Five cars of broom corn have been
shipped from Portales to date. Some
went to California, some to Chicago
and some as far east as Ohio.
One hundred thousand trout finger
lings arrived at Silver City from Lead
villi'. Colo., consigned to the South
western Sportsmen's Association.
The 8ocorro Commercial Club has
Inaugurated a movement to open
stockyards at Socorro and make tbat
town an Important shipping point
The fire that destroyed the Grand
hotel at Cimarron, causing a loss of
approximately $10,000, Is now believed
to have been of Incendiary origin.
Harvey B. Fergusson. lately defeat
ed for Congress by his Republican op
ponent, Is said to be slated for a post
tlon as federal Judge of the District of

.NVrr.papcr Inlnn New 8rvtc.
Clovis, N. M. A large number of
oattle will be carried over Into the

W"lm

winter In Curry county. Twenty-fivthousand head Is probably a conservative estimate. The number has In
creased fully 90 per cent over three
years ago.
Cattle owners have no fear of the
future at the present time. In former
years they had many things to con
tend with. If the market looked favorable they were probably short on
feed, and at other times when they
had the feed, cattle were worth little,
hut they are heavily stocked with
good feed this fall, and the demand
for cattle Is the best ever known.
Record prices have been paid this
year for calven, and at the present
time record prices are being paid for
breeding stock. This simply reflects
the eagerness of cattlemen to Increase
their supply in the face of the strong
demand for cattle of every kind.
Calves bought last spring for fall de
Uvery looked dangerously high, but
now that they are being delivered and
sold again on the open market at a
profit the prices paid were not ex
e

MIXTURE OF MANY TONGUES
Troops of Allied Armies Find Some
Difficulty In Arriving st Perfect
Understanding.
The British Tommy Atkins Is herd
put to tl these days to know whleh are
friends and which are foes. Time waa
when he classed them all as "dirty
foreigners," but times have changed
and a certain allied courtesy la demanded.
It Is told of one brave corporal who met a new kind of foreigner
on French soli and demanded his
nationality.
"Hungarian." came the answer.
" 'tingarían, are yerT
Well, I'm
blowed If I know whether ter 'ug yer
to me bosom or knock yer bally block
off," remarked the perplexed defender
of the Union Jack,
Many are the stories of the embar
rassing confusion of tongues among
the all lee French. Flemish, Russian,
Servian, Indian (three branda), and
several species of English. For It
Is rare that a Londoner can understand the Scotch dialect In Its unalloyed purity, or the Cornish brogue.
Canadian slang, too, and the queer
mixture of Maori that Intrudes Itself
Into Australian English, or of Boer
Dutch that sickles o'er the Africander's
English s
dialect make of
dozen different languages.

Rheumatism
Just put a few drops of Sloan's
on the painful spot and tbe pain
tops. It it really wonderful
how quickly Sloan's acts. No
need to rub it in laid on lightly
it penetrates to tbe bone and
brings relief at once. Kills
rheumatic pain Instantly.
Mr. Jam. B. jlkmnaV. tf NA
Carptwll, M., wrtlee: "Muy Straus

m
sad bis brought on
In the k latió Barra. I had It ao
bad on night when sitting la my chair,
o gat
that 1 had to tump on my
ratlaf. I st ones apollad your 1 Inlmeal
to the affected part and m laas than tea
minute it was parfaatjy aaay. I think
It to the best of all liniment 1 haws

ft

d

To Get Rid of Pimples.
Smear the affected surface with
Cuticura Ointment. Let it remain
Ave minutes, then wash off with Cuticura Soap and hot water and continue
bathing a few minutes. These fraceBSire.
emollients quickly
The range country is covered with grant,
tall grass cured up, which means good clear the skin of pimples, blackheads,
winter grazing. Of course, stockmen redness and roughness, the scalp of
do not depend wholly on this grass, dandruff and Itching and the hands
as they did formerly, but Just "' !" of chaps and Irritations. For freo
safe, they lay In a supply of cotton sample each with . Skin Book adseed cake, and have It at points near dress post card: Cuticura, DepL X.
cattle, where it Is fed to them on tbe Boston. Sold everywhere. Adr.
grass In winter. Added to this Is the
By handling cattle
DODGING THE BEATEN PATH
silo
tbat way they come out lu the spring
looking well. Cattle are now far too Good Story as It Is Related, Though It
valuable to slight and carry through
Doesn't Often Happen In
the winter on light rations.
Rsal Life.

SLOAN'S
LINIMENT

super-cream-

Kills Pain
Al all dealer. 2Kb.
Send four cents in tarapé for
TRIAL BOTTLE

82-p-

Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Inc.
Dept. B.

well-fille-

Face Spilt Open by Gas Engine.
Demlng. Ralph C. Baker, narrowly
escaped death when he was caught in

a

Philadelphia. Pn.

The Army of
Constipation

Congressman Robert L. Dougherty
of North Carolina smiled when tbe
conversation turned to reversing the
order of things. He said he was reminded of the case of Bowers.
Bowers met a benevolent party on a
railroad train one day, and as the acquaintance ripened a bit he began to
spread before the other a history of
his lite.
"When I was a clerk In a grocery
store," remarked Bowers, among other things, "I received only nine dollars a week, and, like many other

Is Growing Smaller Every Day.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are .antenftnnftK I
the gasoline engine equipment at the
responsible
they
Spalding camp and had his face apllt
a
not only give relie t mmmmmWUi iiU
I
from the right ear clear around under
UM
perma
they
of
chin,
suffering
three fractures
the
-j
Lescure
nently
iTTTfir If
the Jaw and Juat missing having bis
atinabas. Mik
jugular vein torn open. After re
lions use. mm
1 1
celvlng his wounds Baker drove a oar
them for
Biliewaeti.
three miles Into camp by himself, and
Indiiettiea. Sick Heaeaefc. Salto Skin.
from there he was rushed into town
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSS, SMALL PRICK.
where tils Injuries were attended at
the Ladles' hospital. The whole nu
Genuine must bear Signature
il.
side of the jaw was laid open, and young men, I fell in with bad compan
Hawaii.
The development of the Willow Hill It Is feared that complications may ions and began to gamble, I "
"I see," Interrupted the benevolent
coal property south of Carrizozo goes arise that will cause death. linker
steadily on. The company is selling was Inter taken to El Paso for surgi party, sadly, "you were tempted and
LOSSES
SURflV PRIVEMTE8
took money which did not belong to
all the coal they can produce and have cal attention.
Slakk)f Ilia. Law.
bi Cutter'
BLACK srtcad.
you."
man. nUable Drafenai hi
orders for much more.
Waiters tacantes becauae Stay
Crops.
"Oh,
cheerily
Value
of
responded
Double
State
Bow
no."
tear wear
Governor McDonald took occasion
etr raaai
Writ lor kookj.l and tenia
era. "In leas than a month I won
Karmington.
to reiterate his unalterable opposition
If tbe coming Legisla
10 Iw yate. Blaeal
Pllli
I
10.
.
Blaatlee Pill
im
to the use of any tax levy for pur ture will make the necessary appro enough money to buy the grocery."
M any Injector. Ml cunar
Th eopertortty of Cutter product I due te erar
poses other than those specifically priutions, conforming to the prov
year or oeclaiuina in vaeeieea an earn
tar.
Important to Mothers
bill, this
provided by the statutes.
If uniMalnable, enter direct
cutterslons oj the Smith-lveve- r
leain
CUITES LABORATORY.
carefully
every
Examine
THI
Brtiy.
callftraln
bottle
of
agri
an
Cayetano Leyba was badly carved county will be supplied with
CASTORIA, a safe and aure remedy for
,
up with a knife during a druuken riot cultural expert next year. This an Infanta and children, and see that it
Fooled the Spider,
by
was
made
President
nouncement
Donald, who was a great fisherman,
In which he participated at Cerrillos
Bears
the
started to dress his own fly hooks. Ho
Lobrencio
Mares is under arrest George E. I.add, of State College, in Signature
a letter received here. He declarea
was met by a crony ons day, who said :
cnarged with the assault.
Use
Over
30
Years.
support
For
In
proper
given
the
tbe
that If
"I hear you've begun to dress yer ala
."in Chesher,
who It is charged State College authorities can double Children Cry for Fletcher's Cantona
É
hooks, no, Donal'. Is that truel"
shot and killed Sam Byars In the Deat the value of the crops of New Mexico,
"It's a' that,-- ' answered Donald.
saloon at Texlco, was bound over to even if not another acre Is put lu culTo Clean Milk Utensils.
"An' can you put them up on ony
the District Court and his bond fixed tivation.
On dairy farms where many, milk thing naierel like?" Inquired the crony.
at $10,000 at a bearing in Clovis
utensils are In use. tbe dtsbwaiber
"I dlnna ken for that," replied DonGovernor McDonald ordered the re Prizes for Best Looking Farm Houses. will find that they may be cleaned ald, "but there wis a spider ran' awn
lease from the state penitentiary of
The Portales Utilities easily by first scouring each dish with v. twa o' them yesterday."
Portales.
Frank Horhorn, convicted of forgery Company has decided that the Por- ashes Rubbing over them once In
in Lincoln county in March, 1913. and
tales Valley needs painting. In order this way Is sufficient: then rinse twice.
Take It or Leave
sentenced to from two to three years. to stimulate the painting and fixing up They should be washed In cold or pref(in Southern hotel)
The Santa Fé Woman s Club has of places In the Portales Valley, this erably tepid water, to keep them I get anything to eat here?
appointed a committee headed by Mrs company announces that they are plac- sweet and clean The treatment will
Sambo Yes, sah.
Harry T. HerrlnR to take actual ing with the Portales Bank At Trust prevent rust spots from forming and
Traveler Such as what?
charge of the work of looking after Company $50 iu gold to be paid out in keep the utensils bright without InjurSambo Such as It Is, sah.
the needy children of the Santa Ke carl! prizes for the neatest looking ing the tin Mother's Magazine
county rural schools
premises, farms and farm houses in
They will bav
Its Kind.
TOUR OWN DRDOOI8T WILL TKLI. TOO
the Portales Valley.
charge of fifty-ninschools.
"That old rooster ovsr there is or
Trf Murine Sre Hemed? for Red. Week, Water?
No smarting
Granulated arellda;
IrH Stend comfort.
derlng a drink."
A $50.000 ranch In Luna county Is
ru- - Book of is
Writ
My
lui
Mufla Mr antd Co.. Chicago.
"Then I bet It's a cocktail."
tbe present John Holland has given Fiddles Like Nero While Store Burns. br un, !
Socorro. -- Constancio Miera, owner
bis son, Clay Holland.
The ranch Is
Fatal Disease.
thirty-fivmiles northeast of Demlng of the City Drug Store at San AnMIP
A young painter who had lust finThanksgiving
which
tonio,
burned
Is
known as tbe Hall and Pride
and
ished a picture Insisted upon a friend TOtll
having
night,
of
has
the
distinction
ranch.
calling to see It
"There, now," ento us por osotc, rtaeuLTe
New Mexico has thus far conirlb emulated Nero in the letter's famous thused the artist, "you see my picture.
fJs-CHEAP
RATES
"fire scene" he "fiddled" while his What's
uted two cars of beans, or at least
the matter with thatT"
Miera waa a member
LIBERAL LOANS MADE
WRITS US
young woman well known lu tbe state store burned.
"I
know,"
don't
replied
bored
the
with a ranch near Santa Fé gave that of an orchestra at a ball In Socorro friend, "but I should say It was a case
11
quantity toward the relief of the Bel on tbe night of the fire, and when of art failure."
W. SOUTH WATER ST.. OHICAOO
news of the disaster reached here he
glan Indigent.
did not allow It to disturb blm. but
HOWARD E. BURTON VtiXMT
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Prof. Frank H. H. Roberts, at the continued playing while the flames
Specimen price: Oold, Silver, Lend, til O o 14,
Cross Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
council of the State Teachers' Asso
SI
er,1hc;Clold,c;ZlncorCappr,l. Mailing
made an end of his property.
Adr,
white clothe
All good grocers.
Melopnndrulljrtca list sent on epplleetion.
elation at Albuquerque, read an inter
''bloeeom" Stick Une (pure allrar), prte
Hirer
estlng paper on "Two Fundamenta
11.40. Lead, III. Celo. Rat. Carbonata Nat. Bank.
Baby Attacked by Skunk.
Plant of the Pessimist.
or
System
In
Educatlqn
Errors
the
"Half the world doean't know bow
"loudrroft- .- While Leo Rogers, a
New Mexico."
farmer of this district, was hunting a the other half Uvea."
The Chaves county land tbat will be skunk with dogs, the animal ran Into
"But It has Its suspicions."
radu military enici.
open to entry on Dec. 15 under the or the kitchen of the house where his litWill
higaat market prlr.
WAIMIIU Coin
A. Sehoyar, Sil 1 (leal 11 lag", Uonenr, t ulo.
A cynic may be one who has dtenov-ereder issued by tbe United States land tle child was playing on the floor and
office at Roswell, Nov. 1$, comprise
tbe bitterness In stolen sweete.
viciously attacked the baby. Be'ore
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
six townships, or 192 full sections
the cries of the little one attracted the
west and southwest of Tstura.
father's attention the skunk had bitThe Supreme Court has affirmed ten the baby repeatedly on the legs
Disease germs are on every hand. They are in the very air
tbe decision of the District Court at and arms. Tbe child Was rushed to
Albuquerque in dismissing the action id., place for treatment, aud while
we breathe. A system "run down" is a prey for them. One
for damages brought by Klfego Baca, suffering greatly from the wounds, no
must have vital force to withstand them. Vital force depends
serious developments have yet realleging lujuries aa the result of canon digestion on whether or not food nourishes on the
escuped.
sulted. The skunk
lesa driving of tbe fire engine.
quality of biood coursing through the body.
It will be several months before
threshing will be completed In the
New Mexico's Quarantine on Cattle.
southeastern part of Roosevelt county
Santa pv. Governor McDonald has
on account of the enormous crops.
declared lu force a sweeping quaranThere are several threshers working tine against all states aud Mexico beStrengthen tbe weak stomach. Gives good digestion. Enliven the
long hours with all poaslble speed to cause of the foot and mouth disease.
luggiih liver. Poed' the starved nerve. Again full health and (trengtb
get 'ii' work completed.
return. A general upbuilding enable the heart to pump like an engine
disinfecting order was issued Nov.
in oil. The vital (orce I once more eetabiighea to full power.
running
by the Cattle Sanitary Board, and
A Justice court In Guadalupe
coun
Year In and year out for over forty year this great
ty has bound over Pedro Gutierrez on the governor believed that this
an
remedy has been spreading throughout the entire world because of It
ure. with the high altitude aud dry
$8,000 bond to await action of the
sbility to mske the tick well end the week strong.
Don't despair of
Mexico,
New
would
climate of
grand Jury which probably ,wlll Indict
arrest
"being your old self again." Oive this vegetabls remedy a trial Today
Now. You will soon feel "like new again." Sold In liquid or tablet form by
the disease at Its borders. When In
blm on the charge of murder. Gutter
DruggiaUortrlalhoxforoOcbymail. WriteDr. RV. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.
formed that the disease existed In
rex is accused of the killing of Pablo
Dr. rlro'aarmat
lOpSanae "Medloal
Pacheco In a drunken fight at Puerto South Africa under similar conditions,
data . Wannd. neat for 11 on -- cent AdvUer."
slanane.
li' decided upon Ik quarantine.
de l. una.
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VITAL FORCE'
DR. PIERCE'S

Golden Medical Discovery
health-restorin-
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Real Christmas Bargains That Will Appeal

j

With Chriálmas only a short time ahead of us and new
goods arriving we have but one alternate and that is
to put on a sale unknown before in this section. The

.'.Christmas Suggestions..

prices quoted are so low that you can afford to buy and we to sell.
Our goods are strictly fresh, that's the only kind we sell in fact.
rff?WntTTT?r?TT!T!TT!TmTTTM?WT!?TM!?MY
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Fancy hand dipped chocolates,
ular price 35c, special per lb

lb boxes candies
Masons Fancy
regular price 35c, special now 30c

Lemon and Hoarhound stick candy,
18c
regular 20c seller, per lb

Funke's Superfine chocolate covered fruits and nuts in boxes, regular

d
Funke and Ziegler's lemon,
and peppermint drops, regular price 25c per lb, special now 24c

1

i-

-2

price 65c, our special now

60c

Xmas

ttttt.T

lb boxes candies,
Masons Fancy
regular price 70c, special now 65c

Candies
Cigars
Perfumes

reg-

30c

Toilet Waters, Kodaks, Toilet Articles
Before selecting your Christmas gift call and
look over our stock. Courteous treatment to all
and satisfaction guaranteed at the

hoar-houn-

Expert Peanut Fudge, regular price
25c, special to the trade per lb 22c

Kindergarten mixed candy, Winter

Fancy Chocolate chips 40c now 35c

Peanuts regular

RED CROSS PHARMACY
Successors to

mixed, Jelly beans, reg. 20c now 18c
2(k: now lb

CIMARRON DRUG & STATIONARY CO.

16c

Cimarron

JvJew

Mexico
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SPECIALS
OKc 6GUM
Packages of Assorted Gum For

Or

6 Packages of chewing gum in the following assortments: Wrigleys
Double Mint, Spear Mint, Juicy Fruit, Yucatan, Sweet Sixteen,
Calfornia Fruit and Mint Marbles.
Package goods, sold all over at 5c straight, now 6 for 25c in the following assortments, Funke's Big Jo Peanut, Nut Figlets, Nut Goodies, Ideal
All 5c

Fancy Caromels, Hersheys Plain Dhocolate and Almond Bars, Bonito Honte
Carlo Bars, Bonito Almond Chocolate and Lunch Bars, Millers Peanut Bar
Fresh English Walnuts en route from California, special per pound 26c
Pastry Goods, Fruit Cakes and Plum Puddings should be ordered early

WEBER'S LUNCH ROOM AND BAKERY

Dr. and Mrs. Locke motored ov
er from Springer, Sunday.

Edward Springer attended
business at Koehler, Monday.

First c4ass beds at the Antlers
Patronize home industry and
hotel, furnace heat, 50c, 75c and buy your bakery goods at Weber's
ft. 00.
Restaurant and Bakery.

to

E.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Webster,
Jr., were Raton visitors, Tuesday

C Sperry

Katon motored
down to the Key City, Monday in
his new Studebaker 6, which be
was demonstrating to local parties.
of

Perfecto Cordova is attending to
court matters in Katon this week.
Geo. Sullivan was a Raton

visitor several days this week.

Mr. Cook spent several days
with his family at the Antlers Hotel the latter part of the week, departing on Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Vasey and
children departed Tuesday for Le
Roy, Illinois, where they will be
guests of relatives during the holiday season.

Cn November 28, at Huntington,
W. Va., a baby girl arrived at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. H. R.
Mills, formerly of this city. Both
mother and daughter
nicely.

are doing

.

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. VV.

Aleck Mclntyre of E'town passed ihrnui'i Cimarron, Monday en
the coimminii every week. What
route to R ttou lor a lew days busiYOU, not the othei fellow,
ne
ness visit in conjunction, with minRtnley weni
District Attornex
lor it'i
ia matters.
10 the c unly se.it Sunday lo at- iecd this session ol the distiict
Dr. Locke our Springer dentist,
court.
informs us that owing to other enHave our dental work done by gagements, it will be impossible
Mr. and Mrs. C. R van liuuten by a dentist sou know, whose work lor him to come to Cimarron this
and daughtei dtpattd Friday for will please vou, and whose prices month; bu he wiil be with us again
Dr. Locke will be Jan. 3rd to toth. Office with Dr.
San Antonio, Texas, where the ate reasonable
again
Cimarron
Jan. 3 to 10.
Masten.
will spend the winter.

The News

is working for you arid
do-m-

-

H

11

Remember your Iriends and send
hem post card vie ws ol the Cimar
1011 Canon.
Sold at the leading
tores at 1 lor 5 cents.

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

Mrs. Robbins returned Sunday
rom Lawrence, Kansas, where she
spent the past six weeks as the
guest ot friends and relatives.
I

The Waste of War
Tb

war that

ow

engulfs Europe is only a preface to the story

of sorrow and des-

Mr. and

Mrs. H. G. Fraoken-burge- r
spent several days the first
o the week in Trinidad, as the
guests of friends.

olation that will follow.
Dr. Locke gives

The lives that are lost, the cities that are destroyed

atd the resources tnat are

wasted will have their greatest effect upon future generations
Until the last chapter is reached there will he a story of stagnant industries, desé-

you dentistry
and all of his
work is fully guaranteed. His next
visit to Cimarron will be Jan. 3 to
Office with Dr. Masten.
10,

waged

we

Americans are fighting the

Battle of Peace.
Kn

army

of 150,000 men and women

the telephone wants

of the American

Over 6000 of these people
of the year.

orle

enlisted in the ranks

of

right here

in tbexseven

Vente Lewis slightly injured his
second finger on his left band on
I uesday
afternoon while playing
basket ball at the school house.

the Bell System serves

public.

mountain states every day

Pork
Lamb
Ham Salt Pork
Bacon

that is

ate homes, barren fields and fatherless children.
While this great conflict of waste is being

Beef

J. J. Nairn went to Wagon
Mound, Tuesday, where be will enjoy a turkey hunt in the Mora
country a few days.

Fresh Vegetables
Fancy Fruits
Fresh Butter and Eggs
Sweet Potatoes

Home Made
Hours of Delivery:

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

Mr. Bos ley returned Friday from
the Springer summer camp where
he is constructing a reservoir. On
account of tfce snow work on the
reservoir was stopped for the winter to be resumed again next

iSpSw
9 a.

mu

and 3 p. m.

TELEPHONE 47

Cimarron Meat Market

